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“There’s no point in acting surprised about it. All the planning charts and demolition 
orders have been on display at your local planning department in Alpha Centauri for 
50 of your Earth years, so you’ve had plenty of time to lodge any formal complaint and 
it’s far too late to start making a fuss about it now. ... What do you mean you’ve never 
been to Alpha Centauri? Oh, for heaven’s sake, mankind, it’s only four light years away, 
you know. I’m sorry, but if you can’t be bothered to take an interest in local affairs, 
that’s your own lookout. Energize the demolition beams.”
Douglas Adams (1979). The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (p.26). 
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 7 Preface and acknowledgements
Preface and acknowledgements
Life	is	what	happens	when	you’re	busy	making	other	plans.	This	dissertation,	







stay and enrol in an electronics engineering course at a TAFE College. The only place 
where I could get a traineeship was the National Building Technology Centre at North 







University. During those 10 years, I enjoyed working with students, assisting during 
practical	classes.	However,	as	a	non-academic,	I	could	never	become	a	lecturer	nor	
a researcher, alas. 
When I re-migrated to the Netherlands, I was told that my working permit application 
would	take	about	three	months.	In	the	meantime,	I	was	not	allowed	to	work,	a	strange	
experience	for	someone	who	had	worked	all	her	life.	A	friend	of	mine	had	just	enrolled	









has taken nearly ten years to complete and during that time, many contract research 
projects were carried out. 
Writing	a	dissertation	based	on	peer-reviewed	articles	resulting	from	a	variety	of	
contract research projects has advantages and disadvantages. One has to research 
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many	aspects,	including	some	that	may	not	have	been	originally	considered.	This	
may	be	an	enrichment	to	the	dissertation	or	a	distraction	and	yet	another	delay	in	
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knowledge and understanding, then geodata, i.e. data with a geographic component 
(geodata),	are	the	building	blocks	for	information	vital	for	decision-making	at	all	
levels	of	government,	for	companies	and	for	citizens.	Governments	collect	geodata	








information for analyses. 
Geo-information	is	considered	special	for	economic	reasons	because	of	the	economic	
aspects,	which	sets	it	apart	from	other	products.	The	fixed	production	costs	to	











recover some of the investment costs. 
Geo-information	is	considered	special	for	a	number	of	legal	reasons.	First,	as	
geo-information has a geographic component, e.g. a reference to a location, geo-
information may contain personal data, sensitive company data, environmentally 





information chain, e.g. a private company supplying aerial photography to the National 
Mapping Authority. The data holder may also claim intellectual property rights to 
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concerns not only access to data, i.e.	to	be	able	to	view	the	data	without	being	able	to	
alter	the	contents	but	also	re-use	of	data,	i.e.	to	be	able	to	download	and/or	invoke	the	
data	and	to	share	data,	including	to	be	able	to	provide	feedback	and/or	to	provide	input	









































conditions. In spite of these directives, access policies for geographic data were slow to 








open data policies following the Digital Agenda for Europe adopted in 2010 and the 
USA	Open	Government	Directive	of	2009	and	the	Digital	Agenda	for	Europe	of	2010.	







































the concept of one licence suite for the entire European Union came too early in 2006. 
The	Geo	Shared	licences	were	further	developed	and	implemented	into	the	Dutch	
National	Geo	Register.	
In 2009, the European Commission recognised that PSI was the single largest source 
of	information	in	Europe	and	the	potential	for	re-use	of	PSI	needed	to	be	highlighted	
in	the	digital	age.	As	part	of	a	review	of	the	2003/98/EC	PSI	Directive,	the	European	






















































data does not necessarily lead to losses in revenue in the long term as long as the 
organisation	has	enough	flexibility	to	adapt	its	role	in	the	information	value	chain,	
especially when revenue from licence fees represents only a relative small part of their 
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carried out in Chapter 7. 
Open	data	also	provided	an	excellent	opportunity	to	assess	the	effects	of	open	data	ex	
ante	as	baseline	measurements	could	be	carried	out.	To	develop	both	quantitative	and	
qualitative indicators to assess the success of a policy change is a challenge for open 
data	initiatives.	In	Chapter	7,	a	model	to	assess	the	effects	on	the	organisation	of	an	










also indicated that regular re-users of Liander data used the open data to improve 
existing	applications	and	work	processes	rather	than	to	create	new	products.	The	case	









re-users, a more holistic approach was required to assess the maturity of open data. 
Therefore, a holistic open data assessment framework addressing the supplier side, 
the governance side, and the user side of the open data was developed and applied 
to the Dutch open data infrastructure in Chapter 8. This Holistic Open Data Maturity 
Assessment Framework was used to evaluate the State of the Open Data Nation 
in	the	Netherlands	and	to	provide	valuable	information	on	(potential)	bottlenecks.	
The	framework	showed	that	geographic	data	scored	significantly	better	than	other	
types of government data. The standardisation and implementation rules laid down 
by	INSPIRE	Directive	framework	appear	to	have	been	a	catalyst	for	moving	geographic	
data to a higher level of maturity. The maturity assessment framework provided Dutch 
TOC
 27 Summary
policy makers with useful inputs for further development of the open data ecosystem 





























Therefore, the aspect of data-ownership for sensor data and for co-created data should 
be	further	researched.
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Vanuit een economisch oogpunt geldt dat geo-informatie net als andere vormen van 
informatie,	specifieke	eigenschappen	heeft	waardoor	het	zich	van	andere	producten	
onderscheidt. Vaak geldt voor informatie dat de vaste productiekosten hoog zijn, 





































verzameld met andere overheden wordt gedeeld via een infrastructuur voor ruimtelijke 







































van overheidsinformatie als open data te faciliteren, laat de voorspelde stroom van 
toegevoegde	waardeproducten	nog	op	zich	wachten,	en	lopen	de	gerealiseerde	baten	
nog steeds achter op de verwachtingen. 
Toen	dit	onderzoek	tien	jaar	geleden	startte,	werd	het	debat	over	toegankelijkheid	
van overheidsinformatie gedomineerd door de discussie over kostenregimes. Beleid 














een elektronische vorm en indien a kopie van een document werd opgevraagd, dan 




overheidsinformatie. De PSI Richtlijn liet echter de lidstaten toe om een kostendekkend 
regime	en	restrictieve	licentievoorwaarden	voor	hergebruik	te	handhaven.	Daardoor	
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was	Richtlijn	2007/2/EG	van	het	Europees	Parlement	en	de	Raad	van	14	maart	





Richtlijn uit de Verenigde Staten in 2009, en de Digitale Agenda voor Europa in 2010. 
De INSPIRE Richtlijn en de Digitale Agenda waren de grootste drijfveren in Europa om 
tot een voorzichtige koerswijziging, van een kostendekkend regime naar een meer open 
toegankelijksregime te komen. Sinds 2011 wordt steeds meer overheidsinformatie 
beschikbaar	als	open	data.	Hoofdstuk	1	identificeerde	de	vier	grootste	barrières	van	



















private sector. Daardoor was het gelijke speelveld dat de Europese Commissie voor 
ogen had, aan het einde van het vorig decennium nog niet gerealiseerd.
In Hoofdstuk 3 werd het aspect van het harmoniseren van licenties onderzocht als een 
eerste	stap	naar	juridische	interoperabiliteit.	Eerder	onderzoek	had	uitgewezen	dat	één	
van	de	grootste	barrières	voor	hergebruikers	van	overheidsinformatie	werd	veroorzaakt	
door non-transparante en inconsistente licentievoorwaarden. Een inventarisatie van 
de licentievoorwaarden gehanteerd door Nederlandse overheidsorganisaties voor 





























voor de Europese Unie zou kunnen zijn. Zowel het onderzoek van Vickery als het 
tweede onderzoek uitgevoerd i.o.v. de Europese Commissie, het zogenaamde POPSIS 
rapport,	toonden	ook	aan	dat	voor	de	meeste	aanbieders	van	overheidsinformatie	

























1 en 2 toonden aan dat een kostendekkend regime voor het verstrekken van 
overheidsinformatie	een	financiële	barrière	op	zou	werpen	voor	hergebruikers	in	
de private sector omdat de licentiekosten te hoog zouden zijn. Rond 2008 waren 
er	nog	steeds	veel	voorstanders	van	het	behouden	van	een	kostendekkend	regime	
voor het verstrekken van overheidsinformatie. Vooral overheidsinstellingen die 
niet	uit	algemene	middelen	worden	gefinancierd	en	voldoende	inkomsten	moeten	




































ten gevolge van open data zijn in lijn met de resultaten van de case studie die in 
hoofdstuk 7 is uitgevoerd. 
De	switch	naar	open	data	beleid	in	Nederland	bood	ook	een	uitgelezen	gelegenheid	
om	de	effecten	van	open	data	ex	ante	te	bepalen	omdat	er	nulmetingen	konden	
worden uitgevoerd. Voor open data-initiatieven is het een uitdaging om zowel 
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verschillende	perspectieven:	aanbod,	governance	en	de	hergebruikers.	In	Hoofdstuk	
8	werd	het	holistisch	beoordelingsraamwerk	op	de	Nederlandse	data	infrastructuur	









van open data naar een hoger niveau te tillen. Naar aanleiding van de Staat van Open 
Dataland	in	2014,	zijn	een	aantal	van	de	aanbevelingen	reeds	uitgevoerd.	
Dit	proefschrift	heeft	aangetoond	dat	veel	aspecten	die	de	toegankelijkheid	van	
overheidsdata moeten faciliteren, zoals gestandaardiseerde metadata, voor geodata 
reeds	zijn	opgepakt.	Maar	dit	proefschrift	heeft	ook	aangetoond	dat	voor	andere	































aangemerkt kunnen worden als open data, zal het aspect van data-eigendom verder 
onderzocht moeten worden.
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refer to a location on Earth, e.g.	maps,	aerial	photography,	and	satellite	images	but	
also registers such as cadastral registers and address data. The location component 

















sensitive personal data, sensitive company data or environmentally sensitive data and, 
therefore,	may	require	adaptation	before	the	datasets	are	published.	Thus,	geographic	




















audiovisual	recording);	and	any	part	of	such	content.3 In other words, PSI is “any 
kind	of	information	that	is	produced	and/or	collected	by	a	public	body	and	is	part	
of	the	institution’s	mandated	role”	(OECD	2006,	p.7).	PSI	covers	a	vast	array:	from	







audiovisual	recording);	and	any	part	of	such	content.4 In other words, PSI is “any 
kind	of	information	that	is	produced	and/or	collected	by	a	public	body	and	is	part	
of	the	institution’s	mandated	role”	(OECD,	2006,	p.7).	PSI	covers	a	vast	array:	from	






























2013; Vickery, 2011; Houghton, 2011; de Vries et al., 2011; Pollock, 2008; Dekkers 
et al.,	2006).	However,	in	spite	of	considerable	resources	invested	by	governments	
to	establish	spatial	data	infrastructures	(see,	e.g.	Rhind,	2000),	to	facilitate	data	



























of the State of Open Data in the Netherlands. Although most of the research was 
primarily performed in the Netherlands and aimed at the Dutch geo-sector, the results 
are	equally	applicable	to	a	broader	perspective.




§  1.2.1 Data requests for an innovative application
Once	upon	a	time,	there	was	a	student	with	a	brilliant	idea	for	a	smartphone	“killer”	










data, the student e-mailed the concession holders with the data request. The student 
also	sent	a	request	to	the	Department	of	Public	Works,	an	agency	resorting	under	the	
Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, for a road dataset including actual road 













later, the data request was refused on the grounds that releasing the national road dataset 
for free might disadvantage other companies that had already invested into developing 
similar	information	services.	The	requested	dataset	could,	however,	be	acquired	for	a	fee.	
The	responses	of	the	public	transport	concession	holders	were	varying.	One	district	
private sector concession holder was quick to respond and provided the required 





encourage fare-dodging. Another municipal concession holder would not provide 
real-time	information	because	such	information	was	already	provided	to	another	
quasi-public	organisation	delegated	to	provide	access	to	public	transport	timetables.	















student and not a legal eagle. 
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all without licence restrictions for re-use and for free. However, a few days later, the 
dataset	was	withdrawn	from	public	access	after	a	mapping	company	complained	that	
publishing	the	dataset	for	free	constituted	unfair	trading	practices	as	the	mapping	
company had already invested in creating a similar product. Although the National 
Roads	Dataset	was	published	without	restrictions	in	December	2011,	the	momentum	
for re-using this dataset appeared to have passed as most potential re-users had 
already	found	alternative	data	sources	(Welle	Donker	and	van	Loenen,	2013).	
There	are	ample	examples	of	public	sector	bodies	developing	similar	services	in	
competition with the private sector. In the Netherlands, for instance, the Ministry of 
Education,	Culture	and	Science	developed	a	web	service	with	information	for	parents	
to compare primary schools and secondary schools, even though a private sector 
company	had	already	developed	a	similar	free	web	service	(www.10000scholen.nl)	
(van	Loenen	and	Welle	Donker,	2014).	In	2007,	Arcadis	BV,	a	private	sector	provider	
of geographical information products and consultancy services launched their 






within four weeks, some of the municipalities took more than one year to respond 
to the application. In 2008, the Kadaster launched a similar product, which was not 
only	considerately	cheaper	but	also	contained	more	timely	information.	As	Arcadis	






could actually provide Landmark BV unlimited access to their environmental data 













§  1.3 The legal framework for government geo-information accessibility
§  1.3.1 Explanation of terms used
In literature related to government data in general, the terms “government data” and 
“public	sector	information”	are	often	used.	Although	“data”	and	“information”	are	not	
synonyms,	in	this	dissertation,	they	will	be	used	(almost)	synonymous.	Although	(raw)	




Aarhus Convention provides for a right of access to environmental information as part of every citizen’s right to 
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to	execute	a	public	task	or	to	support	informed	decision-making.	Before	the	data	are	fit	
for	publication,	more	transformations	may	have	to	be	done,	such	as	to	adapt	the	data	














as are the terms “geo-information,” “geo-data” and “spatial data.” In literature, 
both	“geographic”	and	“spatial”	are	used	interchangeably	and	both	refer	to	data	or	
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with	one	specific	aspect	of	accessibility,	namely,	to	access	data;	to	create	conditions	for	












services	(e.g. Fornefeld et al.,	2008;	Groot	et al.,	2007).	The	public	sector	bodies	each	
used	unique	licences,	which	created	complex	and	intransparent	licencing	structures.	
In	addition,	each	public	sector	body	used	different	pricing	mechanisms	for	their	data,	









§  1.3.3 Government open data policies






























level, platforms for providing access to environmental and health information, 
e.g.	the	Atlas	Leefomgeving,	have	been	developed;	however,	such	platforms	only	
provide access to government information and do not facilitate re-use. Re-users 









value added services are provided in direct competition with the private sector, thus, 
11 https://ec.europa.eu/digital-agenda/en/open-data-0
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providing	uncertainty	for	the	private	sector.	The	level	playing	field	for	the	private	sector	
as	envisioned	by	the	EU	may	not	be	apparent	in	the	geo-sector.	





commercial or non-commercial purposes other than the initial purpose within the 
public	task	for	which	the	documents	were	produced.	Exchange	of	documents	between	
public	sector	bodies	purely	in	pursuit	of	their	public	tasks	does	not	constitute	re-
use”. Therefore, one could argue that ‘users’ are any persons or legal entities that use 
































§  1.5 Research methodology
In	this	dissertation,	different	research	methods	are	used.	In	all	cases,	literature	reviews	
were	combined	with	case	studies.	To	address	the	first	research	sub-question,	a	review	
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self-funding	open	data	providers	were	researched	in	combination	with	their	position	in	
the information value chain. 
To	address	the	third	sub-question,	an	open	data	assessment	model	was	developed	
to	measure	and	monitor	the	internal,	external,	and	relational	effects	of	open	data	on	
the organisation of a data supplier. The assessment model was applied to Liander, an 
energy network administrator and the results were used to improve organisational 
aspects of open data supply. 
To	address	the	last	sub-question,	the	open	data	assessment	model	was	fine-tuned	
and	extended	to	enable	open	data	assessment	from	multiple	perspectives.	The	holistic	
open data assessment framework measures the maturity of open data from a data 
supply perspective, a user perspective and a governance perspective. The open data 
maturity assessment framework was used to measure the State of Open Data in the 
Netherlands in 2014. In addition, the framework was used to assess which other 
barriers	may	exist	for	re-users	of	PSI.	
§  1.6 Research limitations
This	dissertation	analyses	economic	and	financial	aspects	of	public	sector	information	























enhance the quality and productivity of science systems worldwide and adopted a 





data contain microdata, i.e.	data	that	quantify	observations	or	facts,	such	as	data	
collected	during	surveys.	Confidentiality	issues	are	often	cited	as	the	main	reason	for	












for instance, a trade register containing the names and addresses of all companies, 




the trade register, if all records of one-man companies were removed from the open 
data version of the register, the remaining dataset would only contain just over half of 
all	registered	companies	(van	Loenen	et al.,	2016).Even	when	data	are	processed	to	
be	deemed	suitable	for	publication	as	open	data,	there	are	other	issues.	Information	
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and	storage	capacity	have	increased	exponentially.	In	2016,	the	average	person’s	
































What is impeding the predicted free ﬂow of value-added products and services based on the re-use 
of Public Sector Information (PSI)?
Research question:













What are the legal barriers to public 
sector information (PSI) accessibility 
and how can legal interoperability be 
achieved? 
Chapter 2:
Public sector information access 
policies in Europe
Chapter 3:
Geo-Shared licences: a base for better 
access to public sector 
geo-information for value-added 
resellers in Europe
What are the ﬁnancial barriers to 
public sector information (PSI) 
accessibility and how can ﬁnancial 
interoperability be achieved and still 
maintain sustainable PSI provision?
Chapter 5:
Public sector geo web services: which 
business model will pay for a free 
lunch?
How can the eﬀects of open data be 
assessed and how can such an 
assessment be used to overcome 
organisational barriers?
What are the technical barriers to 
public sector information (PSI) 
accessibility and how can the 
governance be improved? 
Are there other, not yet identiﬁed, 
barriers for re-users of PSI and how 
may these barriers be addressed?
Chapter 7:
Open data and beyond
Chapter 8:
How to access the success of the open 
data ecosystem?
Chapter 6:
Sustainable business models for 
public sector open data providers
Chapter 4:
Update of PSI accessibility policies 
and an analysis of European open 
data licences
Chapter 9:




























policies around 2008 and is, therefore, somewhat dated in 2016. However, the main 
aims	of	the	described	legal	framework	are	still	valid	today.
Chapter	3,	‘Geo-Shared	licences:	a	base	for	better	access	to	public	sector	geo-
information for value-added resellers in Europe’ addresses one of the most-cited 
barriers	to	re-use	of	public	sector	information,	namely	complex	and	intransparent	


















and cadastral data suppliers, which participate in the European Location Framework 























achieved with open data, i.e.	available	for	free.	However,	between	proposal	of	an	open	
data	policy	and	successful	implementation	are	practicable	obstacles,	especially	for	
public	sector	agencies	required	to	generate	sufficient	revenue	to	cover	their	operating	

























of open data supply and open data governance aspects, and user requirements 
holistically.	The	paper	describes	an	open	data	assessment	framework	developed	by	
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the	Knowledge	Centre	GI	Governance,	which	will	provide	the	basis	for	developing	
well-founded	strategies	that	will	ensure	the	full	potential	of	open	data	will	be	reached.	
The assessment framework is a useful tool to assess the level of open data maturity 
in a nation and to indicate which aspects of the open data ecosystem are successful 
and	which	aspects	require	attention.	The	open	data	assessment	framework	uncovered	
other,	not	yet	identified	barriers	for	re-users	of	public	sector	data.
Chapter 9 concludes this dissertation with the main conclusions and recommendations 
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access policies in Europe
Frederika Welle Donker
In:	Fitzgerald,	B.	(Ed)	2010.	Access to Public Sector Information: Law, 
Technology & Policy. Volume 1.	Sydney	(Sydney	University	Press),	pp.	253-279,	
ISBN 978-1-920899-39-4.
§  2.1 Introduction
In	the	digital	age	geo-information	has	become	embedded	in	our	daily	lives,	such	as	
navigation systems, community platforms, real estate information and weather forecasts. 
Everybody	uses	geo-information	for	their	day-to-day	decision	making.	Therefore,	access	





























§  2.2 Geo-information 
§  2.2.1 Geo-information use and users
What	is	geo-information	exactly	and	why	is	it	so	different	from	other	products?	To	
start	with,	there	are	many	different	descriptions	of	geo-information,	depending	on	









“Geo-information is a composite of spatial data and attribute data describing the 
location and attributes of things (objects, features, events, physical or legal boundaries, 
volumes, etc.), including the shapes and representations of such things in suitable two-
dimensional, three-dimensional or four-dimensional (x, y, z, time) reference systems 
(e.g. a grid reference, coordinate system reference, address, postcode, etc.) in such a way 
as to permit spatial (place-based) analysis of the relationship between and among thing 




information, it also includes administrative information such as address codes, 
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may end up costing millions of Euros for land-covering datasets. 
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not claim IPRs. Therefore, even if only one party supplying only a small part to the 
total	information	limits	use	by	IPR,	then	the	entire	information	will	be	limited	as	well.	
For	example,	a	government	agency	produces	a	file	containing	information	related	to	
roads. The information includes datasets such as type of road surface, maintenance 




































§  2.2.3 Public sector geo-information
GI,	and	especially	large	scale	GI,	is	primarily	used	by	the	public	sector	for	public	
tasks	such	as	policy	making,	spatial	planning,	flood	prediction	and	relief,	emergency	
services, environmental assessments and many other applications. Large-scale 
GI	generally	refers	to	geographic	datasets	(to	a	scale	of	approximately	1:1,000)	in	
densely populated areas. The scale of a dataset, its technical characteristics, and 
















purposes. Depending on the original licence conditions, they may or may not make 
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§  2.3 Access regimes for public sector geo-information






















































the same level of government. 
§  2.4 European Union legal framework





“consist principally of receipts in respect of goods or services provided in the course of the operations in ques-
tion”,	and	that	setting	one	up	would	lead	to	“improved	efficiency	and	effectiveness	of	the	management	of	those	
operations”.	Trading	Funds	are	required	by	statue	to	principally	recover	their	costs	(i.e. to recover a majority of 
their	costs)	through	income	derived	from	operations	within	the	trading	fund	(Cambridge	University,	2008).
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Directive, the INSPIRE Directive and the framework for the protection of intellectual 
property	probably	contribute	most	to	setting	a	general	framework.	A	brief	description	
will	follow	below.	There	are	additional	EU	Directives	and	Guidelines	which	are	in	some	

















various directives and guidelines. The Treaties also deal with aspects such as State 
Aid in order to set a rough framework for governments and agencies when competing 
with the private sector.




















January 1, 2009 was not met.
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calculated and which costs were taken into account. The PSI Directive does not deal 
with	redress	issues,	leaving	that	to	individual	Member	States.





















§  2.4.5 Copyright framework









Copyright Acts. The EU Directive on the harmonising of certain aspects of copyright 
and	related	rights	in	the	information	society	(2001/29/EC),	the	so-called	Copyright	
Harmonisation Directive, merely harmonises terms of copyright protection within the 
EU.	The	Copyright	Harmonisation	Directive	specifies	the	exceptions	and	limitations	
to	the	rights.	The	Directive	also	adapts	the	existing	framework	to	reflect	technological	
developments and allows digital rights management to control access to works. 





The European Commission announced in July 2008 that some more changes will be 
made to copyright legislation, mainly to bring performers’ protection more in line with 
that already given to authors. The European Commission also released a Green Paper 
on Copyright in the Knowledge Economy. In this Green Paper the Commission has 
highlighted the need to promote free movement of knowledge and innovation in the 
EU single market. According to the Green Paper, the free movement of knowledge and 
innovation should be considered to be the fifth fundamental freedom in the EU. 
The Green Paper will now focus on how research, science and educational materials are 
disseminated to the public and whether knowledge is circulating freely in the internal 
market. The consultation document will also look at the issue of whether the current 
copyright framework is sufficiently robust to protect knowledge products and whether 
authors and publishers are sufficiently encouraged to create and disseminate electronic 
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§  2.4.6 Database directive
Europe,	unlike	the	US,	has	recognised	that	creating	databases	requires	vast	
investments.	But	databases	are	not	subject	to	copyright	protection	as	databases	
fail to comply with the creativity requirement. Some EU countries already had 
incorporated	a	“sweat	of	the	brow”	doctrine	in	their	Copyright	Acts,	i.e. having invested 
a	substantial	amount	of	resources	to	produce	a	work	like	a	database,	the	creator	could	
claim	copyright.	The	1996	Directive	on	the	legal	protection	of	databases	(96/6/EC)	
established	a	sui	generis19 right granting a 15 year protection period from date of 
publication	or	completion.	Any	change	which	could	be	considered	to	be	a	substantial	
new	investment	will	lead	to	a	new	15	year	term.	A	database	is	defined	as	“a	collection	





















Public sector bodies regularly claim database right to recoup investments made for 
producing public sector databases. Some national courts in the EU have interpreted 
the substantial investment test in such a way that it rules out investment in “spun-off” 
19 Sui generis means “of its own kind” in Latin.
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databases (i.e. databases that are created to support its own operations or that are 
created as a result of these operations but not created as a core activity), the so-called 
spin-off doctrine. On November 9, 2004 the European Court of Justice (ECJ) had to rule 
in four closely related cases brought before it by a number of national courts. The ECJ 
confirmed the spin-off doctrine and thereby denied protection to producers of single-
source databases. Only if the database in question was produced with the sole purpose 
of commercial exploitation, can database right be invoked, see, e.g. British Horseracing 
Board v William Hill (ECJ joint cases C-46/02, C-338/02 and C-442/02). 
The ECJ ruled in cases against private sector and semi-public sector operators but the 
spin-off doctrine is also applicable to public sector organisations. In the Netherlands, 
the spin-off doctrine was confirmed by the District Court of Amsterdam on February 
11, 2008 in the case of the Municipality of Amsterdam v Landmark Ltd. Landmark 
Ltd, a private company, had requested a file pertaining to soil pollution under the 
Freedom of Information Act. Initially the Municipality of Amsterdam refused to make 
the file available, claiming it was not public information. After Landmark Ltd lodged a 
formal complaint about breaching the Freedom of Information Act, the Municipality 
of Amsterdam decided to make the file available after all but charged a hefty fee by 
invoking database rights. Landmark Ltd sued the Municipality of Amsterdam claiming 
that database rights were not applicable. The District Court of Amsterdam ruled that 
a government or public sector body could not invoke database rights because the 
investments made to produce the database had not carried a substantial risk as such, 
even though the Municipality of Amsterdam had made a considerable investment to 
create the file. The soil database had been produced with public money for a specific 
public task, and not for commercial purposes (Amsterdam District Court, reg. no. 
LJN BG1554). The Municipality of Amsterdam lodged an unsuccessful appeal as the 
Council of State, the highest Dutch Court of Appeal for Administrative Law, upheld the 
District Court’s decision on April 29, 2009 (Raad van State, case nr. 200801985/1).
§  2.4.7 The Aarhus Convention
The	Convention	on	Access	to	Information,	Public	Participation	in	Decision	making	
and	Access	to	Justice	in	Environmental	Matters,	was	adopted	in	Aarhus,	Denmark,	on	
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terms.	Although	most	European	countries	have	ratified	the	Aarhus	Convention,	they	
have	adopted	different	interpretations.	Some	countries	are	setting	up	websites	or	web	













of paragraphs in plain language to dozens of pages in legalese. The restrictions varied 
from	only	having	to	attribute	the	source,	to	having	to	supply	a	fully	developed	business	












Ordnance Survey. In some cases the geo-datasets were part of a privatisation “dowry”. 
Thus the original costs of collection and creation are reduced to zero, leaving only ongoing 




do not have. This may constitute distortion of the internal European market.
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§  2.6.1 North Rhine Westphalia (Germany)















and property register, environmental and statistical information collection, and in 
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North	Rhine	Westphalia	(NRW)	is	one	of	the	16	states	in	the	west	of	Germany	and	
borders	the	Netherlands,	Belgium	and	France.	It	covers	about	34,600	km2 and 










to and will assist the Kreisen on a technical level. A Kreis cannot collect its own 
taxes	and	is	financially	dependant	on	the	State	(income	and	property	taxes)	and	
Gemeinden	(company	tax).	


































reference information is illegal. A user can view information via a WMS. The user can 
also	merge	further	geodata	via	a	Web	Feature	Service	(WFS).20 Due to the popularity 
of	TIM	online	and	feedback	provided	by	users,	the	update	frequency	of	TIM	online	has	
increased from annually to fortnightly. In addition, the popularity of TIM online has 
raised	awareness	of	the	value	of	GI	at	the	decision	making	levels,	although	this	has	not	
resulted	(yet)	in	major	policy	changes	or	additional	finances.	
§  2.6.2 Norway
§  2.6.2.1 Background
Norway	is	a	mountainous	long	stretched	country	with	an	extensive	coastline	of	over	
2,000 km and an area of 307,000 km². Norway is part of Scandinavia and is located 















































information it resells. However, there are some unresolved issues with this system. 

















Free of charge web 
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§  2.6.3 France





Departments. These Departments are then further divided into Arrondissements and 
Communes.	Most	of	PSGI	is	collected	and	used	by	these	administrative	divisions.	
Designing a common access policy in France is not so simple. The administrative 








geo-portal system for internal Ministry usage with a view to making this service 
available	to	other	ministries	in	the	future.























and contains topographical, cadastral, hydrographic and thematic information, and 
historical maps. The Visualiser allows 2D and 3D viewing, rivalling private sector 
platforms	such	as	Google	Earth	in	speed	and	performance.	Thus,	Geoportail	far	exceeds	













§  2.6.4 England and Wales (United Kingdom)
§  2.6.4.1 Background
The	United	Kingdom	(UK)	is	an	island	nation	in	north-western	Europe	located	
between	the	Atlantic	Ocean	and	the	North	Sea,	to	the	west	of	France,	Belgium	and	the	
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Local	governments	are	mainly	responsible	for	local	planning	and	everyday	operations	











§  2.6.4.2 Access to PSGI




use and reuse of PSI. These are: 
 – the	promotion	by	the	Cabinet	Office	of	the	reuse	of	PSI	to	enhance	the	
knowledge economy and the quality of government in the UK;
 – the initiatives of HM Treasury to leverage PSI to generate revenue and reduce 

































The advantage of a CLA is that participants collectively only have to negotiate once with 

























Intelligent Addressing v Ordnance Survey
Intelligent Addressing (IA), as partner of a joint venture with Local Government 
Information House Ltd, needed a database called AddressPoint to produce the National 
Land and Property Gazetteer (NLPG). Local governments can obtain data for the NLPG 
through the Mapping Services Agreement (MSA) with Ordnance Survey (OS) but IA is 
not a party to the MSA. IA claimed that OS offered licence terms which unnecessarily 
restricted competition. OS claimed the database was not a document as defined in 
the Re-use Regulations because the file contained third party (Royal Mail) proprietary 
postal coding address file. Therefore OS did not have to abide by the Re-use Regulations. 
In February 2006, IA lodged a complaint to the Office of Public Sector Information 
(OPSI), the regulatory body for PSI regulations and Fair Trade schemes, about breaches 
of the Re-use Regulations. In their defence OS claimed that as Royal Mail held third 
party IPR, the database was not a document as such. Oddly enough, OS’s claim that 
commercialisation of the information held by OS to be “a core part of its task” was 
not contested by IA. If commercially marketing of PSI is a public task then the Re-use 
Regulations should have applied. OPSI ruled in July 2006 that OS had breached the 
Re-use Regulations. It was then mutually agreed that APPSI would review the findings 
of OPSI. APPSI ruled in April 2007 that the Regulations did not apply to AddressPoint 
because Royal Mail held third party IPR. APPSI also ruled that producing value added 
products was not a public task. Because the Re-use Regulations did not apply, the case 









some key principles for the reuse of PSI, consider how these currently apply in each of 






§  2.6.5 Netherlands
§  2.6.5.1 Background
The Netherlands, located in north-western Europe, is a low-lying densely populated 
country	of	about	41,500	km²	and	circa	16.4	million	inhabitants.	The	Netherlands	
is a constitutional monarchy with a national government, 12 Provincial Councils, 
26	Waterschappen	(democratically	elected	water	boards)	and	441	Gemeenten	
(municipalities)	as	per	1	January	2009.	The	lower	governments	have	a	fairly	high	level	










the Netherlands21	(LSV	GBKN),	are	public	sector	enterprises,	i.e. they are self-funded 
public	bodies	that	generate	revenue	from	sales	of	their	products	and	services.	Other	
PSGI	agencies	such	as	the	Department	of	Public	Works	are	funded	out	of	consolidated	
revenue. Lower levels of government are self-funded through levies and rates, and 
receive	subsidies	from	the	national	government	for	delegated	tasks.	





















employ a cost recovery regime and may produce value-added products from its 













the supplier of the information. The FoIA was amended in 2006 when the PSI Directive 













































interrelated, i.e. information out of one register will form an essential part of another 
register.	For	example,	property	ownership	information	from	the	municipal	Buildings	
&	Addresses	Register	will	be	combined	with	the	definition	of	property	objects	from	the	





for the TOP10NL, Cadastral Map and Cadastral Register, may continue charging 
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to that of an independent administrative agency with a cost-recovery regime could 












































units to produce open source street maps for free usage. Open StreetMap now operates 
in	many	countries	on	six	continents.	Some	private	geo-companies	have	donated	










Use clause and a Transparency clause, similar to the transparency clause in the PSI 
Directive.	The	Creative	Commons	system	of	licensing	can	also	be	applied	to	free	
PSGI	since	the	Creative	Commons	does	not	allow	financial	gain	to	be	made.	Creative	
Commons also provides a useful template to adapt the licensing framework to fee-
based	PSGI	(Welle	Donker	and	Van	Loenen,	2006).	
Finally,	there	is	a	conflict	of	interest	when	public	sector	agencies	act	as	VARs	







forced to sell its marketing activities. But other ND-participants can still sell their own 
data,	making	it	more	confusing	for	the	private	sector	because	of	varying	pricing	and	
licensing regimes. In the Netherlands, Kadaster is legally mandated to produce value 
added	products	and	services	but	only	from	their	own	data.	Because	of	its	monopoly	
position Kadaster takes part in many co-operative organisations. Within those co-
operations Kadaster produces value added services using non-Kadaster data as well, 
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[Open access policy compared for geo-information: the grass seemed greener than it was]. Report for the 
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§  3.1 Geographic information infrastructure development
§  3.1.1 Framework
The terms ‘geographic information’, ‘geographic data’, ‘spatial information’ and 
‘spatial	data’	are	interchangeably	used	as	synonyms.	For	the	purpose	of	this	article	only	
the	term	geographic	information	(GI)	will	be	used.	Access	to	GI	is	of	vital	importance	










geographic	information	(PSGI)	for	their	activities	(see	Groot	et al., 2007; RAVI, 2000; 

































§  3.1.2 Users and their needs
Users	of	the	GII	“will	probably	be	the	most	mentioned	group	and	yet	actually	the	
least	considered”	(McLaughlin	and	Nichols,	1994,	p.72).	Van	Loenen	(2006)	






Primary users are those that use the dataset for the initial purpose of information 
collection	on	a	continuous	basis.	They	typically	belong	to	the	organisation	that	
has collected and processed the information. Secondary users use the information 
incidentally for similar purposes, and tertiary users are those that add value to the 
framework	dataset	by	using	the	data	set	for	other	purposes	then	the	collection	purpose.	





primary focus is on the tertiary user.
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limited	use	of	the	dataset	(Meixner	and	Frank,	1997).	The	user	is,	for	example,	
uncertain	about	the	cost	he	or	she	should	calculate	for	complete	jurisdiction	coverage.	








3.4 we look at the pros and cons of applying CC for geographic information and look 
at	the	issues	that	remain	when	aiming	at	the	extended	use	of	CC.	In	Section	3.5	we	
introduce	the	Geo	Shared	concept	as	an	alternative	framework.	We	conclude	with	an	
analysis. Further, we will discuss the issues that CC can and cannot solve with regard to 
access	to	PSGI	for	VARs.
§  3.2 Standardising lLicences

























This directive created a ‘new’ sui generis25	right	for	the	creators	of	databases	that	do	


















26 See for instance, The British Horseracing Board Ltd and Others v. William Hill Organization Ltd. ECJ, joint cases 
C-46/02,	C-338/02	and	C-442/02,	9	November	2004.
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§  3.2.1.2 Some Rights Reserved Licenses
In	the	1990s	changes	were	made	to	United	States	Copyright	Act	in	order	to	offer	better	
protection of works in a digital environment. These changes included retroactively 
extended	copyright	terms,	thereby	threatening	to	prevent	the	so-called	orphaned	
works	from	being	published	on	the	Internet.29 As a reaction to these copyright changes, 




























through’ to the appropriate server. In more advanced implementations, the seller or 
licensor	might	define	for	each	dataset	or	group	of	datasets	a	pricing	formula	that	varies	
with	differing	standard	licence	or	sale	conditions	(National	Research	Council,	2004).	




intellectual property rights. To facilitate this, they have developed a licensing system, 
the	co-called	CC	licences.	Thus,	works	can	be	made	easily	accessible	for	dissemination	
or	for	reuse.	As	at	February	2009,	fifty	countries	around	the	world	have	set	up	national	











licence contains the following standard clauses:
1 The licence applies worldwide.
2 The	licence	is	irrevocable.
3 The licence is granted for the term of the appropriate IPR legislation.




7 Each copy of the work must contain a link to the licence.
8 Licencees may not alter the terms of the licence agreement.
9 Licencees may not employ technology or other means to limit access to the work in a 
way that is contradictory with the terms of the licence agreement.
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LICENCE TYPE ICONS LICENCE CONDITIONS
Attribution	(by) This	license	lets	others	distribute,	remix,	tweak,	and	build	upon	
your work, even commercially, as long as they credit you for the 






your work, even for commercial reasons, as long as they credit 
you and license their new creation under the identical terms. This 
license	is	often	compared	with	open	source	software.	All	new	works	
based	on	yours	will	carry	the	same	licence,	so	any	derivatives	will	









noncommercially, and although their new works must also ac-
knowledge	you	and	be	noncommercial,	they	don’t	have	to	license	




noncommercially, as long as they credit you and license their new 






















the licence that helps computer programs such as search engines to identify the work 
by	its	terms	of	use.	
CC aims to promote access to IPR protected works as an open content organisation. 
Open	access	works,	while	copyrighted,	allow	use	without	obtaining	prior	permission	
since	a	general	licence	is	granted	ahead	of	any	specific	use.	A	basic	condition	of	a	CC	
licence is that user rights are supplied without royalties, although the right to receive a 








trigger to generate revenue from the sales of related products or services. 
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possible.	However,	for	reuse	of	PSI	subject	to	IPR,	charges	should	not	exceed	the	total	




there is a framework of policies and guidelines recommending that information should 
be	made	available	to	other	national	public	sector	organisations	for	dissemination	























similarities as far as the main provisions are concerned. These similar provisions are:
 – A	non-exclusive	user	right	is	granted.
 – Intellectual property remains with the supplier.
 – The	data	may	not	be	transferred	to	a	third	party	without	prior	




the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the data or any damage resulting 
































§  3.3.3 North Rhine Westphalia (Germany)
North	Rhine	Westphalia	(NRW)	is	one	of	the	sixteen	states	of	the	federal	republic	
of	Germany.	Each	German	state	is	responsible	for	its	own	topographic	service	and	
land register, environmental and statistical information collection, and in general for 
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information policies. Information collection is largely decentralised and carried out 
mostly	on	the	regional	and	local	level.	The	different	states	have	issued	laws	(‘surveying	
and	cadastral	acts’)	that	regulate	both	the	work,	and	the	authorities	of	the	surveying	
and mapping agencies. 
All	local	governments	in	NRW	claim	copyright	and	database	right	in	their	information.	
In	NRW	users	of	PSGI	are	granted	a	‘limited	use	right’	as	described	in	the	Copyright	





access provision does not apply to access for VARs. One has to pay a fee according to 
the fee ordinance if cadastre information is used for commercial purposes. The fee for 

































Therefore, these agencies all use restrictive licence conditions and fees to make their 
datasets	available	for	reuse.	Hence,	access	to	these	datasets	will	be	governed	by	the	
underlining policies of these trading funds. 








licensing in Europe. 
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§  3.4.1 Matches and differences between PSGI licences 





and shortcomings of Creative Commons are addressed in the following sections. 
CC NL NORWAY NRW ENGLAND
Adaptation	of	the	information	is	in	some	cases	allowed.	Derivatives	must	be	
clearly	attributed	to	the	creator(s)	of	the	original	source
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Information	is	accessible	on-line	after	the	licence	terms	have	been	agreed	to Sometimes Yes Yes Sometimes
The intellectual property rights remain with the right holder Yes Yes Yes Yes
The	user	obtains	a	non-exclusive	user	right Yes Yes Yes Yes
TABLE	3	2(a): Matches in licence conditions CC and European case studies
Background	medium	blue:	Near	Match
Background no colour: Match
CC NL NORWAY NRW ENGLAND
On-line acceptance of licence is 
available	(no	paper	application	
or	signature	required)	




The user may transfer the 
information	and/or	derivatives	
to a third party without prior 
consent of the right holder








and free of royalties


































§  3.4.2 Commercial use
One of the cornerstones of CC is sharing information, usually for noncommercial 
purposes.	However,	what	exactly	constitutes	‘commercial	use’?	In	its	legal	code	CC	
defines	noncommercial	in	article	4b	as:	
“You may not exercise any of the rights granted to You [the licensee] ... in any manner 
that is primarily intended for or directed toward commercial advantage or private 
monetary compensation. The exchange of the Work for other copyrighted works by 
means of digital file-sharing or otherwise shall not be considered to be intended for or 
directed toward commercial advantage or private monetary compensation, provided 
there is no payment of any monetary compensation in connection with the exchange 
of copyrighted works.”
This	definition	is	clear	with	regard	to	a	private	sector	organisation	that	wants	to	use	














although no damages were awarded.30
Therefore,	the	CC	question	‘Allow	commercial	uses	of	your	work?’	would	always	
have	to	be	answered	with	‘yes’,	or	else	the	private	sector	would	not	be	able	to	use	
the datasets. Even if they were only to use the datasets for internal use rather than 
to produce directly value-added services, this may still constitute commercial use, 
















non-commercial CC licence will not prevent the user from reproducing the data using 
web	services	or	posting	the	data	on	websites.	As	long	as	there	is	no	financial	gain	for	the	
licencee,	the	licencee	is	allowed	to	do	so	as	long	as	the	right	attribution	has	been	made.	































§  3.4.4 Fees and royalties
CC aim to protect some rights of the author, which should also include the right to 








































consumer protection legislation might prevent the use of a total disclaimer. In the 
Netherlands,	for	example,	disclaiming	liability	for	gross	negligence	is	not	allowed	in	
general	conditions	between	companies	and	consumers	(it	is	on	the	so-called	black	list).	
The Dutch CC licence allows for such legal provisions at the end of article 6.




















































Attribution. Others may copy, distribute, display, and perform the copyrighted work - and derivate
works based upon it - but only if they give credit the way rightholder request.
Permission in advance. Data and/or derivative products may only be made available to third parties
after obtaining permission from right holder in advance.
Costs. The user is required to pay licence fees and/or royalties for the use of the data/information.
Limited period. The Data and/or derivative products is available for a limited period, 
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However,	it	is	debatable	if	this	is	necessary.	A	lot	of	GI	dates	quickly,	having	most	of	its	





The licence conditions are reduced to the following terms: 








LICENCE TYPE ICONS LICENCE CONDITIONS
Attribution	 This	license	lets	others	copy,	build	upon	and	distribute	the	data	
without prior permission, as long as they credit the rightholder for 
the original creation. 
Attribution	Time	Limit	 This	license	lets	others	copy,	build	upon	and	distribute	the	data	
without prior permission, as long as they credit the rightholder for 
the	original	creation.	The	data	are	only	available	for	a	limited	period.
Attribution	Fee-based This	license	lets	others	copy,	build	upon	and	distribute	the	data	with-


















































harmonised licences for geographic information as a key for the utilisation of the 

































Her Majesty Land Registry















































[Open access policy of geo information compared: the grass seemed greener than it was],	(OTB	Research	
Institute	for	Housing,	Urban	and	Mobility	Studies,	Delft	(Delft	University	of	Technology).
McLaughlin, J., Nichols, S., 1994, Developing a National Spatial Data Infrastructure, Journal of Surveying Engi-














































players, in Proceedings of 13th	EC-GI&GIS	Workshop.	INSPIRE	Time:	ESDI	for	the	Environment	4-6	July	
2007,	Eds.	K.	Fullerton	and	E.	Paukenerova,	IES	Institute	for	Environment	and	Sustainability	&	JRC	Europe-









data licences in Europa
Chapters	2,	3	and	5	of	this	dissertation	were	written	between	2007	and	2009.	
Since	then,	there	have	been	a	number	of	developments	in	the	field	of	public	sector	
information re-use. One of these developments is the emergence of open data. In the 
previous	chapters,	legal	and	financial	aspects	of	public	sector	information	access	








Framework project. The chapter concludes with an analysis of the various open data 
licences currently in use in Europe. 
§  4.1 Emergence of open data
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and	Development	(OECD)	recognised	that	fostering	broader,	open	access	to	and	
wide use of research data would enhance the quality and productivity of science 




































formed the foundation for the open data movement since then. In 2010, The Sunlight 

















so that the user understands the structure of the data.
5 Analysable:	Data	should	be	published	in	a	format	that	is	machine-processable,	so	that	
users can perform their own analyses without having to rely on government analyses.
6 Non-discriminatory:	Data	are	available	to	anyone,	with	no	requirement	of	registration,	












































users register prior to use and agree with the API service conditions. Such agreement 
conditions	may	be	used	to	terminate	or	deny	access	by	users	that	are	suspected	of	













within government through coordination across departments, agencies and other 






still a potential issue.
§  4.1.3 Adoption of open data policies
The	concept	of	open	data	gained	momentum	when	on	his	first	day	in	office	in	
January	2009,	President	Obama	issued	a	memorandum	on	transparency	and	open	


































was the single largest source of information in Europe and the potential for re-use of 
PSI	needed	to	be	highlighted	in	the	digital	age.	(European	Commission,	2009).	As	one	
of the key actions of the Digital Agenda for Europe37 was a review of the PSI Directive, 











(the	POPSIS	study)39 and a study on PSI re-use in the cultural sector. 40 In addition, the 
European Commission carried out an impact assessment of the proposed revisions of 










concluded that lowered charges could lead to more economic activity, market 
dynamism,	innovation	and	employment,	and	might	also	entail	efficiency	gains	for	the	
public	sector	body	(de	Vries	et al.,	2011).	The	study	on	PSI	re-use	in	the	cultural;	sector	
concluded that overall, the revenue resulting from PSI-re-use for cultural institutions 
was relatively limited and very few cultural institutions are dependent on revenue from 
PSI	re-use.	However,	the	current	revenue	was	important	to	enable	future	re-use	and	






into force on 17 July 2013. 
The	main	changes	of	the	2013/37/EU	Amended	Public	Sector	Information	Re-use	


















§  4.2.1 Open data principles for re-use of PSI
























recommendations of the European Commission.
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§  4.2.2 Still room for charges for public sector information













When calculating the charges, the cultural institutions could consider the prices 
charged	by	the	private	sector	for	the	re-use	of	identical	or	similar	documents	when	
calculating	a	reasonable	return	on	investment	(recital	23).	







Amended PSI Re-use Directive does not provide a right to information. 
§  4.2.3 Compliance with protection of personal data principles
The	Amended	Directive	should	be	implemented	and	applied	in	full	compliance	with	
the principles relating to the protection of personal data in accordance with Directive 
95/46/EC	of	the	European	Parliament	and	of	the	Council	of	24	October	1995	on	the	
protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the 
free movement of such data.42 In particular, it is worth noting that, according to 
42 OJ L 281, 23.11.1995, p. 31.
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that	Directive,	the	Member	States	should	determine	the	conditions	under	which	













was not consulted. In 2012, EDPS issued an Opinion on the “Open-Data Package” 
(of	which	the	Amended	PSI	Re-use	Directive	was	a	part).	In	this	Opinion,	the	EDPS	




PSI Re-use Directive did not adopt the EDPS’s recommendations.
§  4.2.4 Level playing field
The	Amended	PSI	Re-use	Directive	recognises	that	a	level	playing	field	at	Union	level	
















§  4.2.5 Redress by an impartial body
The	means	of	redress	should	include	the	possibility	of	review	by	an	impartial	review	
body.	That	body	could	be	an	already	existing	national	authority,	such	as	the	national	











dissertation, could still take a long time. 
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the re-use of PSI without the need to develop and update custom licences at national or 
sub-national	level.	Especially	the	CC0	public	domain	dedication	is	interesting	as	a	legal	
tool	as	it	“allows	waiving	copyright	and	database	rights	on	PSI,	it	ensures	full	flexibility	for	
re-users and reduces the complications associated with handling numerous licences, with 
possibly	conflicting	provisions”	(European	Commission,	2014,	p.2).
Further recommendations of the Commission include that the open 
standard licence should:
 – Provide a reference to the conditions under which re-use is allowed should appear 




























management issues. If countries still prefer to do so, the LAPSI 2.0 thematic network 
advises	to	create	only	an	Attribution-only	licence	(Tsiavos,	2012).
§  4.3.2 Recommended open licences









and re-use of data.45
• Affirmer	overtly,	fully,	permanently,	irrevocably	and	unconditionally	waives	Copy-
right and Related Rights and associated claims and causes of action in the Work 
in	all	territories	worldwide	for	the	maximum	duration	provided	by	applicable	law	
or	treaty,	in	any	current	or	future	medium	and	for	any	number	of	copies,	and	for	
any purpose whatsoever, including without limitation commercial, advertising or 
promotional purposes.
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• Work is provided “as-is”.






§  4.3.2.3 Sui generis database rights
The	CC	4.0	international	suite	licences	database	rights	along	with	copyright.	When	
the	CC	4.0	licence	is	used	for	a	database,	sui	generis	database	rights	are	implicated,	







§  4.3.2.4 Moral rights and trademark rights
There	are	other	differences	in	the	licence	scope	beyond	copyright,	such	as	the	
treatment of moral rights and trademark rights. Versions 1 to 2.5 did not address moral 






waived or not asserted.46 
Creative Commons licences do not cover trademark and patent right. In version 4.0, 
this	was	made	explicit	to	avoid	confusion.




ease of compliance. 
In	version	4.0,	(URI)	is	required	for	proper	attribution	if	it	is	reasonably	practicable	to	
include. In previous versions, a URI is only required if it contains copyright notices of 
licensing information. 
Version 4.0 includes a “no endorsement” clause, i.e. the licence is clear that the user is 





creation of an adaptation. 
§  4.3.3 European Location Framework Project
The	European	Location	Framework	(ELF)	project	was	established	to	provide	a	practical	
implementation of INSPIRE and to complement the activities of European national 
mapping, cadastral and land registry authorities.  The intention of the ELF platform is to 









and service sharing and network services, and the 2013 Amended PSI Re-use Directive. 
A	number	of	the	participating	National	Mapping	and	Cadastre	Authorities,	which	provide	
data via the ELF platform, are self-funding authorities, i.e. they are required to generate 
sufficient	revenue	to	cover	a	substantial	part	of	their	operating	costs.	ELF	aims	to	establish	
a	financially	viable	operational	framework	through	agreements,	which	encourages	open	
licences and minimum to no charge licence fees.
§  4.3.4 Open licences in the ELF network 
§  4.3.4.1 Open licences currently in use in the ELF network
Table	4.3	provides	an	overview	of	the	in	the	ELF	network	existing	open	licences.47











through a data service
• Copy	of	conditions	available	to	third	parties
• Same conditions apply if forwarding data to a third party
• No	guarantee	for	the	continued	availability	of	the	data























• As is provided
• No right to use trademark
Finland CC-BY 4.0 •   See Table 4.2





• As is provided




CC-BY version 3.0 
and CC-BY 4.0




Norway CC-BY 4.0 •   Register	before	access.









Spain “CC-BY like” • Request	for	attribution	as	“©	IGN.	National	Geographic	Institute	of	Spain”




• Authorisation for re-use and transform is granted for a period of 10 years
• Attribution	required	(name	source	+	access	date)














• As is provided
TABLE 4.3 Overview open data licences used within ELF network
We	see	that	most	countries	build	in	one	way	or	another	on	the	framework	of	Creative	
Commons.	Finland,	Norway	and	the	Netherlands	are	using	CC-BY	3.0/4.0	and/or	
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that	may	not	need	to	be	addressed	in	an	open	data	licence	(e.g.	no	guarantee	on	the	
data	availability).	






















































produced adapted material. In 3.0 and earlier licence versions, the indication of 
changes	is	only	required	if	a	derivative	is	created.	This	clause	does	not	specifically	
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The ELF platform should notify potential re-users of the transformation requirement 
and	the	licence	term	limitation.	However,	it	is	expected	that	ELF	users	will	transform	
the	data	anyway	by	combining	with	other	data.	









for international use. However, the Ordnance Survey OpenData licence is currently 
incompatible	with	CC-BY	4.0.	The	ELF	platform	could	provide	a	notification	alerting	
potential	re-users	of	the	sublicensing	requirement.	











adopting a CC-BY 4.0 licence. The current open data licences for Spanish Cadastral Data 
and	for	the	UK	Ordnance	Survey	data	are	incompatible	with	CC-BY	4.0.	If	ELF	decides	
to invoke the national services rather than hosting data, a disclaimer and a link to the 
specific	licence	conditions	should	suffice.	The	national	authority	will	be	responsible	for	
enforcement	of	the	specific	licence	conditions.
§  4.3.6.1 Remaining questions




























4.0 or a CC0 licence.
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The	last	question	that	needs	to	be	addressed	is	how	to	deal	with	data	obtained	via	
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§  5.1 Introduction
The terms “geographic information”, “geographic data”, “spatial information” 
and	“spatial	data”	are	interchangeably	used	as	synonyms.	For	the	purpose	of	this	
article,	only	the	term	geographic	information	(GI)	will	be	used.	Access	to	GI	is	of	vital	





















§  5.2 Web services






































































the economic aspects. 
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1 the	development	phase	(analysis,	design	and	implementation);	
2 the operational phase; 
3 the	adaptation	phase	(evaluation	and	evolution);	and	
4 the disintegration phase. 
Even	in	the	disintegration	phase,	the	web	service	still	incurs	costs	such	as	migration	
costs to another platform, running contract costs and replacement of technology. 














































selling a good to customers with revenue higher than all costs incurred. Poorly worked 
out	business	models	and	financial	models	were	one	of	the	main	causes	of	the	demise	
of	the	dot-com	companies	at	the	end	of	the	last	century	(see	e.g. Razi et al.,	2004).
§  5.3.1 Components of a business model
After	a	comparison	of	different	business	model	definitions,	Bouwman	et	al.	(2008)	
distinguish	four	components	of	a	successful	business	model,	namely	Service,	
Technology, Organisation and Finance. Together these components form the so-called 
STOF-model	(see	Figure	5.3).	The	four	components	should	be	addressed	in	balance	
with each other. The starting point is the service domain which addresses aspects such 
as type of service, intended user group and the value of a service for meeting customer 
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and risks on the other side. 
MARKET DYNAMICS
























e.g. ease of use, 
costs, experience
CHANGES IN LEGISLATION







 – Product innovation;
 – Customer relations;






















CREATOR DISTRIBUTOR LANDLORD BROKER
Physical Manufacturer Wholesaler/retailer Leaser	(e.g.	real	estate) Auctioneer	(e.g.	eBay)
Financial Entrepreneur Bank,	investment	firm Lender/insurer Insurance	broker





Human Human creation Slavery Contractor Human	resources	broker
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CREATOR DISTRIBUTOR LANDLORD BROKER
Physical Manufacturer Wholesaler/retailer Leaser Auctioneer
Financial Entrepreneur Bank,	investment	firm Lender/insurer Insurance	broker





Human Human creation Slavery Contractor Human	resources	broker
TABLE 5.2 Schema	of	viable	business	models	for	GI-suppliers	(light	blue)	(after	Malone	et al.,	2006)
§  5.4 Financial models
§  5.4.1 Cost models




marginal costs regime and cost recovery regime. With the marginal costs regime only 




maintain the information are included in calculating the dissemination costs. The PSI 
Directive	even	allows	a	reasonable	return	on	investment.	




















Infomediary model Infomediaries collect information, e.g.	information	about	consumers	and	their	consumption	
habits,	or	information	about	producers	and	their	products	useful	to	consumers	when	consid-





















revenue models appear: 
1 Subscription	model:	Revenue	is	raised	through	periodic	fees.	This	is	a	popular	model	
for supplying access to a service that is frequently used, e.g. iTunes. The advantage 
for	the	web	service	provider	is	that	revenue	is	raised	in	advance	and	thus	providing	
more certainty of regular income. The advantage for the user is that costs of accessing 
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certainty of income. 







practices if the private sector already has made vast investments to create similar 






a Enticement model: A part of the content is provided free of charge as a lure to 






















developmental and evaluation phases of services as the users provide useful 
feedback	and	ensure	quality	control.



















the	Enticement	Model	combined	with	the	Subscription	Model,	e.g. giving away 





their data into this program to produce large-scale geo-information. In return, 
the organisations receive user rights for this large-scale geo-information, Norge 
Digitalt	in	Norway	uses	this	model	to	finance	large-scale	datasets.	The	Data-For-
Data	Model	can	be	combined	with	the	Street	Performer	Model	if	a	participant	
donates money instead of data. 
§  5.4.3 Summary of revenue models
Table	5.4	provides	a	summary	of	the	various	revenue	models,	their	advantages	and	
disadvantages	and	their	suitability	to	various	web	services.
MODEL ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES SUITABLE FOR
Subscription	model • Certainty of regular revenue
• Adaptable	to	users
• Lock-in of users
• Suitable	for	click-through	licences






















Royalty model • Suitable	for	experimentation/
innovation platform
• Low	accessibility
• May generate long term indirect revenue 
for VA products
• Uncertainty	of	revenue	(amount,	time)
• Must monitor progress of 
experimenters








Free model • Low	accessibility
• Indirect	revenue	(better	informed	
citizen,	more	effective	policy)



























• Lures potential users








• Financing service is done upfront
• Unlimited	use	for	donors/	participants
• Donors/participants	must	be	known	and	
willing to donate in advance














information, i.e. a larger market segment. Another form of price discrimination that 
may	be	applied,	is	offering	volume	discounts	but	the	volume	price	is	the	same	for	
everybody.	An	example	would	be	to	decrease	the	unit	price	per	hectare	when	a	larger	
area is selected, e.g.	as	applied	to	the	Automatisierten	Liegenschaftkarte	(ALK)	in	North	
Rhine	Westphalia,	Germany.	Alternatively,	a	time-based	approach	could	be	employed,	













































mechanism for users for quality control. 
Developing	web	services	often	requires	collaboration	with	other	departments	or	
organisations.	Therefore,	attention	must	be	paid	to	the	actors	and	networks	involved.	
However, networks are dynamic; changes in policy and legislation will cause actors and 
their	roles	to	change	during	the	period	of	collaboration.	So,	it	is	important	to	establish	
formal	and	informal	agreements	on	the	respective	roles	and	responsibilities	within	
the network. If information is used from third parties, e.g. aerial photography from 
the	private	sector,	care	has	to	be	taken	that	licence	restrictions	are	complied	with.	It	is	










actually increase revenue. 
The	Subscription	Model	is	best	suited	to	web	services	that	offer	frequently	used	
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used	in	combination	with	fee-based	web	services	to	attract	new	customers.	The	Street	
Performer	Model	can	be	adapted	for	establishing	GIIs	for	the	public	sector.	






































































































































































lands, May 8, 2008.
Wormgoor,	E.	&	J.	Braaf,	Hydrography	Service	Royal	Navy	(DHKM),	Den	Haag,	Netherlands,	June	25,	2008.
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§  6.1 Introduction















Self-funding agencies are increasingly under political and societal pressure to release 
their	high-value	data	as	open	data.	However,	without	a	sustainable	open	data	business	































key register data administrators and although these organisations rely on generating 
income	from	fee-based	services	to	cover	a	substantial	part	of	their	operating	costs,	
they are under pressure to supply key register data as open data. In addition, we have 
researched	two	international	government	agencies	that	can	be	considered	‘best	





Commerce and have recently switched to providing open data. These case studies may 
offer	inspiration	for	other	government	agencies	having	to	make	the	switch	from	fee-
based	data	and	services	to	open	data.





Community, and the system of key registers. 
§  6.1.2.1 Public Sector Information Re-use Act











government data policy already in place in the Netherlands since the adoption of 
the	EU	Digital	Agenda	in	2011	that	all	government	data	should	be	“open,	unless”,	
i.e.	available	as	open	data	unless	there	are	limitations,	e.g. privacy-sensitive data, 
commercially-sensitive data and data related to state security. 
§  6.1.2.2 Geographical information infrastructure implementation Act 
The	transposed	INSPIRE	Directive	came	into	force	on	1	September	2009.	The	INSPIRE	
Implementation Act provides a framework of general rules, implementing rules and 
measures	aimed	at	the	establishment	of	a	geographical	information	infrastructure	to	
facilitate policy-making and measures that may have an impact on the environment. 
The	framework	addresses	accessibility	and	exchange	of	geographical	data	across	
various	levels	of	public	authority	and	across	different	sectors	through	harmonisation	
and standardisation. The INSPIRE Implementation Act requires that INSPIRE datasets 
are	described	through	metadata,	have	interoperable	formats	and	are	accessible	





for discovering, viewing and downloading government geographical data. Many PDOK 
web	services	are	based	on	open	data	and	thus,	available	to	everyone.
§  6.1.2.3 Key register system
To improve the information infrastructure in the Netherlands, the government has 
developed a system of key registers of core reference data. The ultimate goal of this 














Although the Key Register System predates INSPIRE, together they form a framework 
for a national information infrastructure. 










open data for self-funding agencies. In Section 6.5, we use our analyses to provide 
conclusions and recommendations.
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public	service,	the	business	model	becomes	more	complex	as	there	may	be	specific	legal	
constrains	and	obligations.	
§  6.2.1 Components of a business model
De	Reuver	et	al.	(2008)	distinguish	four	common	components	of	a	business	model,	
a service component, a technical component, an organisational component and a 




of the service to the end-user. The service component determines the design of 
the other components. 
 – The	technical	component	describes	the	architecture,	infrastructure,	data	security,	and	
other technical aspects needed to develop a service, and the way in which this service is 
delivered to the end-user. 
 – The	organisational	component	describes	the	value	network	required	to	realise	a	certain	
service.	A	value	network	consists	of	actors	with	certain	resources	and	capabilities,	
which interact and together perform value activities, to create value for customers and 
to	realize	their	own	strategies	and	goals	(Bouwman,	Haaker	and	de	Vos,	2008,	p.56).	










the technical and organisational aspects. 
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§  6.2.2 Service component
The	service	model	describes	the	type	of	service	on	offer	(what),	the	intended	target	
group	and/or	market	segment	(to	whom)	and	the	added	value	to	the	user	(why).	









such as the private sector and citizens. 







Roughly speaking, there are two data policies for government agencies providing data 
to users: a cost recovery policy and an open data policy. With a cost recovery model, all 
costs incurred in production, maintenance and dissemination of data are recovered 
from	the	users	of	the	data	by	charging	licence	fees	(see	e.g. de Vries et al., 2011; 







cost recovery policy. 
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On the other end of the spectrum is an open data policy. Data are provided free of 




the	Treasury	(e.g. Vickery, 2011; PIRA et al., 2000; Koski, 2011; de Vries et al.,	2011).	







































authenticated data products mandatory for certain transactions, e.g.	a	certified	copy	of	
a	cadastral	registration	is	compulsory	when	buying	and	selling	a	property,	and	only	the	
Land	Registry	Office	can	issue	such	certified	copies.	






irrespective of how many times the service is used. 
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are less willing to pay for information services, such as online news sites, if the same 
information	may	be	available	free	of	charge	via	alternative	channels.	Therefore,	a	
subscription-based	service	needs	to	differentiate	itself	by	offering	higher	added	value	
than alternative free services. 










§  6.2.4.5 Royalty model











§  6.2.4.6 Enticement models
These	are	models	whereby	some	part	is	given	away	to	lure	potential	customers,	and	the	
rest	of	the	product/service	is	available	for	a	fee.








charged only for computing power that they employ on-demand in as-a-service mode 
(“blades”).	Application	of	this	model	is	limited	to	contexts	and	domains	in	which	the	
computational	costs	are	significant	(Ferro	and	Osella,	2013).
Open Source Like model
In	the	Open	Source	Like	model	a	product/service	is	provided	on	top	of	a	basic	service	
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added	effort	to	release	data	as	open	data,	e.g. adapting data to anonymise personal 






























REVENUE MODEL SHORT DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS SUITABLE TO PUBLIC SECTOR
Budget	financing No	direct	revenue	raised;	indirect	benefits Yes





Utility model Pay-per-use/view Yes
Premium Yes
Work to order Yes
Royalty model Revenue	once	a	derived	product	is	profitable Yes
Enticement model (Infrastructural)	razor	&	blades	 Yes
Open Source Like Yes
Freemium/premium Yes
Community model Street performer Yes
Crowd funding Not always
Advertising model Web/banner	advertising Not always
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Affiliation	model Not always
Free as Branded Advertisement Not always
White	Label	Development Not always
TABLE 6.1 Revenue	models	and	their	suitability	for	public	sector	organisations


























































































4 Developers: organisations and individuals that design, develop and sell applications for 
end-users. Such applications, such as multi-modal route planners, typically use highly 































FIGURE	6.4	 The	roles	and	activities	identified	by	Deloitte	LLP	(2012) and their relation to the PSI value chain






to generate revenue from high value information.
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3 Developer: generate	revenue	by	working	to	order	or	from	sales	of	applications,	using	the	
subscription	model,	the	utility	model	and/or	advertising	models.	It	is	conceivable	that	



































































































Supplier + - + + + + + x
Aggregator + - + + + + + x
Developer + - + + + + + x
Enabler + - + + + + + x







§  6.4 Case studies












to charge fees for re-use of their data. All four organisations are key register data 










the interviews were sent to the interviewees for validation. 





is the managing authority for the Key Register Vehicles. 
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§  6.4.2.1 RDW service component











Service Level Agreement. 








revenue from information products, especially from the vehicle traders, dropped in 
2014	from	€4.86	to	€4.11M	(RDW,	2015,	p.87).	According	to	the	RDW	interviews,	the	
loss	of	revenue	is	offset	by	internal	efficiency	gains	and	fewer	data	requests.	















§  6.4.3 Dutch Cadastre, Land Registry and Mapping Agency (Kadaster)
The	Dutch	Cadastre,	Land	Registry	and	Mapping	Agency	(Kadaster)	is	a	self-funding	
non-departmental	public	body	operating	under	the	responsibility	of	the	Ministry	of	




information platform PDOK. This case study is limited to the Kadaster’s open data: the 
Key Register Topography.





















forms of revenue, Kadaster manages PDOK, set up as a Supply-Oriented platform 
where	other	public	organisations	pay	per	dataset	to	host	data.	
§  6.4.3.3 Summary of Kadaster business model
Before open topographic data, the Kadaster’s prime role in the information chain 
was	Aggregator	using	a	combination	of	legal	instruments,	subscription	model	and	





knowledge for its own consultancy and support services, and as developer and manager 
of PDOK. Although its revenue models have changed due to open topographic data, 
the	Kadaster’s	role	in	the	information	chain	was	already	shifting	from	Aggregator	to	
Enabler,	due	to	its	role	in	managing	PDOK.	





















§  6.4.4.3 Summary TNO business models
TNO’s prime role in the information chain is Aggregator using legal instruments 
(Mining	Act).	There	is	no	need	to	generate	revenue	from	subsurface	data	as	the	




services and research. 
§  6.4.5 Dutch Chamber of Commerce
The	Dutch	Chamber	of	Commerce	(Kamer	van	Koophandel	(KvK))	is	a	self-funding	
agency	of	the	Ministry	of	Economic	Affairs.	Its	core	tasks	are	to	register,	inform	and	
advise companies and to maintain the Key Trade Register. The Key Trade Register 
contains data related to companies, e.g.	business	profile,	history	and	deposited	
documents. Incorporation is mandatory for all companies and legal entities. 
Companies	require	authenticated	copies	of	registration	for	a	number	of	business	
transactions, e.g.	for	bank	loan	applications.	It	is	mandatory	for	other	government	
bodies	to	re-use	data	from	the	Key	Trade	Register,	e.g. to register a company in the Key 
Register Cadastre, the Kadaster must refer to the Key Trade Register. 
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§  6.4.5.1 Kamer van Koophandel service component
The	KvK	provides	a	free	viewing	service	for	accessing	the	public	part	of	Key	Trade	







and information services for companies. The KvK is in the process of improving their 
fee-based	online	services	by	developing	apps,	APIs	and	value	added	services	combining	
Trade Register data with data from other sources.
§  6.4.5.2 Kamer van Koophandel financial component
In	2014,	the	total	income	of	the	KvK	was	€218.5M	with	a	net	loss	of	€63.1M,	mainly	




























government transactions, such as registering a company car, thus, further eroding the 
revenue	base	of	the	KvK.	As	the	KvK	is	also	under	pressure	to	release	at	least	some	of	its	
data	for	re-use	as	open	data,	the	KvK	must	find	additional	sources	of	revenue.	
§  6.4.6 Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS)
The	Australian	Bureau	of	Statistics	(ABS)	is	Australia's	official	statistical	organisation.	
In	2005,	the	ABS	made	its	statistical	data	available	as	open	data.	
§  6.4.6.1 ABS service component
The ABS provides Australian national statistics, key economic indicators, 
census	data,	consumer	price	index,	labour	force,	national	accounts,	regional	










demand for such products and services, especially from the education sector. The ABS 
would prefer the private sector to take up the development of value added services; 
however,	the	private	sector	appears	reluctant	to	fill	the	gap.
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§  6.4.6.2 ABS financial component
Data	customised	to	meet	specific	user	needs	are	available	for	a	fee.	The	ABS	must	
recover	costs	associated	with	preparing	customised	requests	for	individual	clients/
organisations in accordance with government cost-recovery guidelines. Costs are also 
recovered	for	training,	consultancies,	providing	paper	copies	of	ABS	publications,	
information on CD-ROM and access to data via specialised products such as Census 
DataPacks,	TableBuilder	and	CURFS.	In	all	cases	where	costs	are	recovered,	the	ABS	










a consequence of open data. By providing open data, consultancy activities have 
increased.	The	role	of	the	ABS	has	shifted	to	the	Enabler	role	as	the	ABS	provides	tools	
to	facilitate	use	of	their	data	services	in	a	more	effective	way.	Open	data	is	used	as	a	way	
of applying the ABS’ knowledge to provide specialised statistical services. 
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§  6.4.7 UK Companies House
The	UK	Companies	House	(CH-UK)	is	an	Executive	Agency	of	the	Department	for	
Business, Innovation and Skills. CH-UK has Trading Fund status, i.e. it is a self-funding 
agency	directly	managing	its	own	finances	and	having	to	pay	an	annual	dividend	to	the	




the delivery of annual accounts and annual returns; directing companies to change 
their	names	that	are	similar	to	those	currently	on	the	public	record,	et	cetera.	
§  6.4.7.1 UK-CH service component
UK-CH	currently	offers	a	number	of	data	services.	Two	of	these	data	services	are	free	of	
charge;	the	other	data	services	are	available	for	a	subscription	fee	and/or	pay-per-use	







and a selection of company reports. 
 – Companies	House	Direct	(CHD),	a	subscription	service	allowing	access	to	all	UK-CH	





download facility to digital records on companies and directors per single entry. 
CH-UK does not intend to produce value added products and services using its data as 
a	resource,	as	this	should	be	done	by	the	private	sector	or	anybody	in	the	market.	
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§  6.4.7.2 CH-UK financial component
As	a	trading	fund,	CH-UK	is	required	to	generate	a	surplus	at	the	end	of	the	financial	
year and pay a dividend to the Ministry, amounting to £4.4M in 2015. The main 
sources	of	CH-UK’s	income	are	incorporation	fees	and	annual	contributions.	
In addition, CH-UK receives revenue from dissemination activities. CH-UK uses a 
combination	of	a	subscription	model	and	utility	model	for	dissemination	services.	
The	switch	to	open	data	services	is	financed	out	of	its	own	budget.




At this stage, it is too early to assess the full impact of open data.
§  6.4.7.3 Summary CH-UK business model
CH-UK’s	prime	role	is	Aggregator	of	data	provided	by	companies	and	generates	revenue	
with	legal	instruments	(compulsory	incorporation	fees	and	annual	contributions)	and	




value added products. 






























AFTER OPEN DATA 
(% OF TOTAL)
REVENUE MODEL EFFECTS OF 
OPEN DATA
RDW 193.4 2.6% 2.1% • Legal instruments
• Freemium/
Premium services
• Increase in requests






• Decrease in internal 
transaction costs
• New applications 
developed	by	third	parties
• Operational costs 
reduced	by	using	existing	
infrastructure




• Increase in use, especially 
by	citizens
• Decrease of requests via 
Kadaster directly




actuality of data 
• Decrease in transaction costs 
internally	and	externally




• Decrease in revenue
• Increased dependency on 
budget	funding
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TNO 533.6 <1% Not	available • Legal instruments
• Open Source Like
• Increase in use for construction 
works 
• Increase in use for agriculture 
(groundwater	data)












• Increase in company searches 
for	basic	data
• Decrease in revenue





353.1 6.9% 10.9% •	Budget	financing
• Open Source Like
• Increase	in	requests/downloads,	
etc.











96.8* 20% 15.4% • Legal instruments
• Subscription	model
• Utility model
• Increase in company searches 
and downloads
• Decrease in requests via other 
channels











































§  6.5 Analysis and conclusions
§  6.5.1 Case study findings
This	article	has	researched	business	models	that	may	be	suitable	for	self-funding	
government agencies that are considering or are in the process of implementing 
open	data	policies.	We	have	researched	alternative	and	innovative	business	models	
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in	line	with	other	research	(cf. de Vries et al.,	2011;	Houghton,	2011;	Koski,	2015).	
An open data case study of a private sector energy network administrator in the 
Netherlands	resulted	in	similar	findings	(Welle	Donker,	van	Loenen	and	Bregt,	2016).


















§  6.5.2 Theory versus reality
Based	on	a	literature	study,	we	have	identified	a	number	of	potential	revenue	models.	













All other organisations have developed their own open data platform and tools. 
Government	agencies	that	are	in	the	process	of	implementing	open	data	should	














some users actually prefer paying for a guaranteed service level. Thirdly, to implement 
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§  7.1 Introduction





























planning and, thus, to less CO2 emissions	and	shorter	travel	time	(Helbig	et al.,	2012).







2 Primacy, collected at the source, including information on how and where data were 
collected	to	allow	verification	by	users;
50 In	Chapter	4,	the	number	of	open	data	principles	are	extended	to	14.	However,	at	the	time	of	writing	this	article,	








7 Use of commonly-owned or open formats;
8 Licensing, i.e.	no	imposition	of	attribution	requirements	and	preferably	labeled	as	part	
of	the	public	domain;
9 Permanence, i.e. data should remain online with appropriate version-
tracking and archiving;
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of open data as most open data impact assessments are ex ante Koski,	2015).	
The	impact	of	open	data	has	been	only	recently	addressed	in	macro-economic	research	
projects. Detailed studies on the costs of the implementation are scant, results on 
the	impact	of	open	data	on	an	organisation’s	workflow	processes	and	from	a	user	





applied the framework to Liander’s small-scale energy consumption and generation 
dataset. This research is performed through a literature study on open data and the 

















§  7.2 Liander data
§  7.2.1 Importance of open energy data





































§  7.2.3 Liander data and services
Liander	is	the	largest	Dutch	energy	network	administrator	covering	five	out	of	12	








general information related to, e.g.	tariffs.
Within	Liander,	core	data	chains	are	established	to	streamline	work	processes.	Within	
a	core	data	chain,	only	the	departments	concerned	have	access	to	the	specific	datasets;	




large-scale and small-scale energy consumption and generation. These reports are 









administrators, Local governments can visualise and download aggregated data via 
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EnergieInBeeld.nl free of charge. If the raw data at the connection level are required, 
local governments can send an automated request via EnergieInBeeld.nl to Liander, as 
such data contain personal data.
Legend
1.    RENDO Networks
2.    Cogas Infra and Management
3.    Liander
5.    Stedin
6.    Westland Infra
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FIGURE	7.2	 Sample	of	“Energie	In	Beeld”	(Energy	in	Focus)	web	viewing	service	on	the	highest	aggregation	level	(six-digit	postcode	
level)(2016)















as there are no more transaction costs incurred during contract negotiations 





§  7.3 Monitoring framework to measure impact of open data
§  7.3.1 Theoretic framework
Monitoring	the	effects	of	a	policy	change	can	be	carried	out	several	ways.	One	such	
way for monitoring is using performance indicators. For performance indicators to 
provide	precise	and	accurate	performance	information,	they	should	be	designed	and	
implemented	within	a	performance	management	system	(Giff	and	Crompvoets,	2008).	
Developing a framework for such a monitor framework consists of seven steps.
1 Develop	a	performance	framework	to	describe	what	the	program	is	about,	description	
of the organization’s mission and strategic goals;
2 Identify the most important elements, or key performance areas which are most critical 
to understanding and assessing your program’s success;
3 Select the most appropriate performance measures;
4 Determine	the	“gaps	between	what	information	you	need	and	what	is	available;
5 Develop and implement a measurement strategy to address the gaps;
6 Develop a performance report which highlights what you have accomplished and 
what you have learned;
7 Learn	from	your	experiences	and	refine	your	approach	as	required.
These steps are iterative.
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§  7.3.2 Indicators




















ACTIVITY OUTPUT OUTCOME IMPACT




































§  7.3.4 Transaction costs














typically undertake the following activities that incur transaction costs:
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 – Activity 6: reading and understanding the documentation related to 
the licence and fees;
 – Activity	7:	obtaining	the	actual	dataset;
 – Activity	8:	uploading	the	data	into	the	software,	harmonising,	adapting	the	format.
The data supplier incurs transaction costs related to making data and metadata 
available;	setting	up	a	portal	and	a	contact	point/help	desk;	negotiating,	drafting,	and	
exchanging	contracts;	and	collecting	fees	and	enforcing	conditions	(Poplin,	2010).
§  7.3.5 Effects of releasing data






































































































Increase in use by other private sector 
companies and citizens (from interviews 
and surveys)
1b.	Nature	and	intensity	of	data	











Significant increase in page views/
month, stabilizing after initial period
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 1c. Transaction costs per 
type of user 




• CBS: 5 MH to	request	(non-open)	data;	
delivery	time:	max.	one	month;	40–56	
MH to adapt data for re-use. 
No changes 
• Amsterdam: 8 MH to	locate	(non-
open)	data;	4 MH to	assess	suitability	of	
sample; 8 MH to	set	up	contract;	1	FTE/
annum to adapt data for re-use. 
Less time to locate data as open data 
and to adapt data
Determining internal 
effects	on	Liander
2a. Transaction costs Liander to 
prepare release open data and 








• Development monitor: 0.4 FTE 











• For the follow-up Liander will set up 
a register. 
No changes
2c. Nature and intensity of data 








• For the follow-up Liander will set up 
a register. 
No changes
2d. Transaction costs of internal 
users outside core data chain
Derivable	from	Service	
Point estimates






3a. Communication from 
society to Liander
Monitoring and analysing 
reaction	(call	centers,	en-
ergy	failure	desk,	e-mail).	
Monitoring social media 
(Facebook	Likes,	
Twitter,	LinkedIn)
• Measurements indicated that open 
data	have	no	effect	on	communication,	




from Liander to society

















ers in 2013 indicated that stakeholders 
highly	value	transparency	but	customers	
to	a	lesser	extent.	
Liander has become a sought-after party 
for Smart City and other energy projects
TABLE 7.2 Indicators	for	effect	assessment.
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§  7.4 Benchmark outcomes and analysis




scale energy consumption dataset as open data, including historical data, and 
in several formats. Since then, Liander has released other datasets, such as 












energy consumption and generation aggregated data either via Liander’s open 
data	portal	or	via	existing	web	services,	and	large-scale	data	via	channels	in	place	
prior	to	open	data.	Prior	to	open	data	in	2013,	to	obtain	energy	consumption	and	




more municipalities will use open datasets in addition to EnergieInBeeld.nl. Building 
Corporations	require	data	at	the	connection	level	and,	therefore,	it	is	not	expected	that	
their transaction costs will decrease due to open data.
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fee for EnergieInBeeld.nl rather than to open data as such.









Figure 7.5 shows the types of surveyed users as a percentage.
From	the	follow-up,	it	emerged	that	Liander	open	data	are	mainly	used	by	external	




















FIGURE	7.5	 Types of Apps4Energy surveyed users as a percentage






SAP-authorisation must send a request to the Service Point. As the IT department 
does	not	distinguish	between	different	types	of	requests	and	different	datasets,	these	
transaction costs are set to zero as well. The costs of releasing open data are primarily 
personnel	costs	related	to	the	research	projects.	An	extra	server	was	purchased	to	host	
the dataset to prevent hackers from entering the main server. Liander opted to develop 
their	own	data	platform	rather	than	re-use	an	existing	platform	to	maintain	control,	
















§  7.4.3 Relational effects
The	benchmark	measured	the	relation	effects	prior	to	the	release	of	open	data.	Liander	
makes only limited use of social media. Communication to society is mainly related 
to	innovations,	end	usage,	and	sustainable	energy	generation,	and	is	limited	to	
Facebook.	Energy	failure	inquiries	and	reports	are	mainly	communicated	via	Twitter.	
There was no communication related to small-scale energy consumption prior to the 
release of open data.
Since	the	release	of	the	dataset	as	open	data	in	September	2013,	Liander	has	
communicated via social media and via the Dutch LinkedIn Open Data group. Initially, 
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energy administrators in the Netherlands.
§  7.5 Conclusions and recommendations
To	develop	both	quantitative	and	qualitative	indicators	to	assess	the	success	of	a	policy	







scale	topographic	dataset	(Bregt	et al., 2013; Bregt et al.,	2014;	Grus	et al.,	2015)	















It also remains a challenge to monitor re-users, as there is no registration.
The	open	data	expectations	of	external	users	vary.	Although	the	original	small-scale	
energy consumption dataset is the most widely used open dataset of Liander, it has 
also created a demand for other datasets, such as large-scale energy consumption 
data	and	small-scale	energy	generation	data	(windmills,	solar	panels).	The	latter	data	
were indeed added to the small-scale energy consumption data. More municipalities 
download the open datasets to supplement EnergieInBeeld.nl data. Both the private 
sector	and	the	municipalities	use	Liander	open	data	to	improve	existing	applications	
and work processes rather than to create new products.
Liander has successfully demonstrated that private energy companies can release 
open data, and has successfully championed the other Dutch network administrators 













Beyond II project. Frederika Welle Donker, Bastiaan van Loenen and Arnold Bregt, jointly developed the assess-
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8 How to assess the success of 
the	open	data	ecosystem?	
Frederika Welle Donker and Bastiaan van Loenen 







organisations, several open data assessment frameworks were developed. Despite 
high	scores	in	these	assessment	frameworks,	the	actual	(re)use	of	open	government	
data	fails	to	live	up	to	its	expectations.	Our	review	of	existing	open	data	assessment	
frameworks reveals that these only cover parts of the open data ecosystem. We have 
developed a framework, which assesses open data supply, open data governance and 
open data user characteristics holistically. This holistic open data framework assesses 
the	maturity	of	the	open	data	ecosystem	and	proves	to	be	a	useful	tool	to	indicate	
which aspects of the open data ecosystem are successful and which aspects require 
attention.	Our	initial	assessment	in	the	Netherlands	indicates	that	the	traditional	
geographical	data	perform	significantly	better	than	non-geographical	data,	such	as	
healthcare data. Therefore, open geographical data policies in the Netherlands may 
provide useful cues for other open government data strategies. 
Keywords: open data; geodata; assessment framework; open data 
governance; open data maturity
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§  8.1 Introduction
Open data are currently a hot topic. Around 2009, open government data initiatives 
started to emerge with e.g.	the	2009	Obama	Executive	Order52, the 2010 Digital 





citizens’	participation	(Jetzek,	2013),	solving	societal	problems	(e.g. Uhlir, 2009; 
Attard	et al.,	2015),	increasing	economic	value	due	to	companies	creating	innovative	
products	and	services	with	open	data	as	a	resource	(e.g. Vickery, 2011; Omidyar 



























dos Santos Brito et al.,	2015)	or	to	a	surge	of	value	added	products	and	services	based	









§  8.1.2 Assessment of open data initiatives
To	improve	the	uptake	of	open	data	and	successful	embedding	in	society,	an	





focus on only one perspective of the open data ecosystem. To determine and assess the 
success factors of open data requires a holistic approach. Therefore, we have developed 
a holistic assessment framework to assess and to evaluate open data initiatives from 
multiple perspectives. 
Our research methodology consisted of a literature study and interviews with users, 
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their	situation.	The	resulting	framework	was	fine-tuned	and	applied	to	the	open	data	
ecosystem in the Netherlands.





framework to assess the data supplier’s perspective of the ‘State in Open Data Land’ 
of the Netherlands. The maturity of open data governance is assessed in Section 8.5. 
Section	8.6	describes	the	user	characteristics	required	to	develop	and	successfully	
market	value	added	products	and	services	based	on	open	data.	Section	8.7	concludes	
with our analysis and recommendations for open data assessment. 
§  8.2 Open data ecosystem assessment
The	key	to	a	well-functioning	open	data	ecosystem	is	accessibility	from	a	technical,	


















§  8.2.1 Existing open data assessment frameworks
Open	Knowledge	International	(OKI)	developed	a	Global	Open	Data	Index57 to track 
the state of government open data, i.e.	which	countries	are	publishing	data	in	the	
right	way	and	in	a	timely	way.	In	2014,	97	countries	were	included	in	the	index	
of 10 key datasets58,	with	only	11%	of	the	dataset	entries	were	open	according	
to	their	Open	Definition.59	The	Index	does	not	provide	an	insight	into	the	quality	
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The	World	Wide	Web	Foundation	developed	the	Open	Data	Barometer60 to provide a 
snapshot	of	Open	Government	Data	practices.	The	Barometer	focusses	on	open	data	
readiness, implementation, and emerging impacts. The second edition of the Open 







The Barometer provides an insight into the maturity of open data governance from a 
data provider’s perspective only.
Independent	Reporting	Mechanism	(IRM)	developed	a	tagging	framework	to	assess	the	
extent	to	which	the	Open	Government	Partnership	(OGP)	commitment	addresses	both	












the EU PSI Directive61	implementation	and	other	aspects,	such	as	availability	of	local	
government	data	and	events	organised	to	promote	open	data.	The	Scoreboard	does	not	










The model focusses on organisational processes and data governance from a data-
provider perspective. 









§  8.2.2 Summary existing open data assessment frameworks
These	frameworks	assess	open	data	from	a	specific	perspective,	such	as	releasing	data	
conform	an	open	data	definition,	the	type	of	data	released,	adhering	to	open	data	
policy commitments or open data portal performance. Some of these frameworks 
assess	a	specific	outcome,	such	as	government	transparency.	Although	these	






















































For our research, we use three output indicators as conditions for a successful open 
data ecosystem, namely: 
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1 Data supply: The way in which data are provided as open data;
2 Data governance: The way in which governance aspects are organised;
3 User	characteristics:	The	way	in	which	the	user	characteristics	enable	the	user	to	
innovate with open data.
In	this	section,	we	will	describe	these	three	components.
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Appendix	A	details	the	data	supply	indicators.	Below,	we	provide	the	main	
characteristics of each shell.


















fees	may	form	a	barrier	for	potential	users	(cf. Fornefeld et al.,	2008).	




timeliness and update frequency. Other key aspects are the presence of a helpdesk or 
forum	for	questions	related	to	the	data	and	guarantees	for	continuous	availability	of	
the	data.	Without	such	guarantees,	a	user	may	be	hesitant	to	invest	precious	resources	
into developing a derivative product. 
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§  8.3.2 Data governance 







over one of the shells. For the governance part of our open data assessment framework 
we	use	the	five	elements	for	assessing	the	governance	of	geographical	information	
infrastructures	identified	by	Kok	and	van	Loenen	(2005).	Although	this	model	was	
developed to assess the maturity of geographical information infrastructures, it can 
equally	be	applied	to	open	data	ecosystems.	The	aspects	that	help	to	determine	the	
functionality of a data infrastructure are Vision, Leadership, Communication, Self-
organising	ability,	and	Long-term	financing,	(see	Figure	8.4).	In	Section	8.5,	we	explain	








FIGURE	8.4	 Aspects of government data infrastructure governance
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with	the	opportunities	(e.g. Janssen et al.,	2012;	Gurstein,	2011;	McClean,	2011).	
These aspects, directly related to the user characteristics and his environment, are 














touch with societal issues, as well as having good domain knowledge. As one of the 
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FIGURE	8.5	 Output and outcome indicators of the holistic open data assessment framework
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§  8.4 Application of the framework to open data in The Netherlands: Supply
Using	the	indicators	identified	in	Section	8.3,	we	assessed	the	maturity	level	of	data	
supply	by	using	a	scale	of	1	to	5,	1	being	the	lowest	score.	
In this section, we will apply the developed framework to the Dutch open data 
ecosystem. We will do this for each part of the ecosystem: the data supply, the data 
governance and the user characteristics. For each indicator we provide how the 
assessment was performed. 
§  8.4.1 Indicators for “Known”
To	assess	the	first	sub-indicator	“Known”,	we	used	a	profile-free	search	engine	
(https://ixquick.com/)	to	avoid	the	search	engine	adapting	its	behaviour	to	
the used search terms. 
§  8.4.1.1 Recognisable
To	assess	if	a	dataset	is	recognisable,	i.e.	identifiable,	we	used	a	generic	search	term,	
e.g.	“elevation	data”.	If	that	did	not	resulted	in	a	hit,	we	subsequently	used	the	official	



















§  8.4.3 Indicators for “Usable”
There	are	many	sub-indicators	to	assess	the	usability	of	a	dataset.	Below,	we	describe	
the	selected	sub-indicators.




one language. A score of 1 indicates no metadata or documentation; a 5 indicates 
complete and standardised metadata. 
In	addition,	we	considered	if	the	dataset	is	published	in	a	reliable	way,	i.e. the data 
should	not	produce	dead	links,	be	available	in	the	long	term,	and	not	be	removed	
without a warning in advance to the users.
§  8.4.3.2 Clear
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5 to indicate more than three options. 
USER NEEDS RANGE
1 Coverage of required area local	<––>	global
2 Actuality of data historical	<––>	real-time
3 Data thematic		<––>	Geodata	Top	20
4 Aggregation level 1:1,000	<––>	1:10,000,000
5 Data formats choice	between	propriety	<––>	open
6 Type of data static	<––>	dynamic
7 Data service level viewing	–	download	–	API
8 Dataset size kilobytes	<––>	terabytes
9 Completeness of data only	most	recent	version	<––>	time	series
10 Data consistency consistent	formats,	location	(URLs	<––>	URIs),	etc.
11 Metadata standardised and complete
12 Language and semantics only	in	Dutch	<––>	multi-lingual
TABLE 8.1 Variation in the user needs




included in the user’s perception part of our framework. 
§  8.4.3.5 Up-to-date data 





§  8.4.3.6 Long-term availability of data
We	researched	if	a	legal	or	policy	commitment	is	published	guaranteeing	continuous	
availability	of	the	dataset,	for	updates	as	well	as	historical	versions.	In	addition,	we	




structured data, a score of 3 implies that the dataset has also a non-proprietary 
format. A score of 4 stands for dataset using open standards from W3C and a score of 5 
indicates	that	the	dataset	is	published	as	linked	open	data.	
§  8.4.4 The assessment framework applied to Top 20 most wanted datasets







a desire for other data, including healthcare data and energy data: a trend also reported 
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In	addition	to	desk	research,	we	used	the	experiences	of	open	data	users	to	assess	the	
data supply. We selected our interviewees from a diverse group of users with diverse 
backgrounds.	The	interviewees	represented	companies	of	varying	sizes	(from	one-



















Recognisable 3.85 2.75 1.67 3.29 4.13 3.00
Findable 4.45 2.75 2.33 4.53 3.38 3.00
Known 4.15 2.75 2.00 3.68 3.75 3.00
				Affordable 4.20 1.25 2.00 4.65 2.00 1.60
    Licences 3.80 1.00 2.33 4.47 1.38 1.20
    Service level 3.80 1.00 2.33 3.94 2.50 1.40
    Delivery time 4.35 1.25 2.00 4.65 2.38 1.80
Attainable 4.04 2.25 3.25 4.18 2.75 2.50
				Reliability 2.55 0.75 1.33 2.71 1.50 1.00
    Clear 2.80 0.75 1.33 2.82 1.88 1.20
				Manageable 3.40 0.50 1.00 3.18 2.38 1.00
    Up-to-date 3.30 0.50 1.00 3.12 2.25 0.80
    Continuity 3.20 0.25 1.67 2.94 2.50 0.60
    TBL score 1.95 0.75 0.33 2.53 0.00 0.60
Usable 3.05 1.10 1.90 2.79 2.80 1.53
Average score for 
Known, Attainable 
and Usable
























the user interviews. 
From	interviews,	it	emerged	that	users	use	various	strategies	to	find	data:	general	
search engines, data catalogues, social media, and professional networks were 
all named as strategies. Users will contact the data holder directly if the data 





removed in the end-product.
§  8.4.4.2 Attainable
The	attainability	of	the	researched	datasets	scored	3.9	overall,	however,	there	were	
some points of concern.
Licences 
Seventeen	datasets	were	available	as	open	data,	however,	two	of	which	were	published	
without a licence and three with a licence limiting re-use. Only one energy dataset 
was	published	with	an	open	licence,	the	other	two	energy	datasets	were	not	public,	as	
were the locations of healthcare providers. Not knowing which conditions apply creates 
uncertainty	as	not	all	open	licences	are	equal	(Van	Loenen,	Janssen	and	Welle	Donkekr,	
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hidden in a disclaimer. 
Fees 
We	found	that	for	one	open	dataset	administration	fees	were	applicable.	Although	










many	datasets	are	linked	to	geo-web	services	of	the	PDOK	Portal65. Similar research 






to respond to a data request varied from 1 to 5 working days. For data that are not 
published,	a	user	has	to	make	a	formal	request	according	to	the	Public	Information	
Act procedures. This procedure can legally take up to 8 weeks, although appeal 
cases	have	been	known	to	take	years.	Most	users	indicated	that	any	delivery	time	of	






§  8.4.4.3 Usable
The	usability	of	the	researched	datasets	scored	2.9	overall.	Our	desk	research	resulted	
in	significant	differences	between	the	usability	of	traditional	geodata	and	non-geodata.	




















For some datasets, e.g.	aerial	photography,	historical	versions	were	also	available.	
We	could	not	find	any	online	commitment	to	ensure	the	(long-term)	availability	of	





not always in an open format. Some of the open data, e.g.	health	data	tables,	are	only	
published	in	PDF	format.	Fee-based	data	are	often	available	in	an	open	format	as	
well as propriety format. Thus, the researched data scored either 0, 1 or 3 stars in the 
TBL	model.	A	number	of	users	indicated	that	open	geo-formats	(e.g.	GML	or	XML)	
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FIGURE	8.6	 The Open Data State of the Netherlands in 2014 for the Top 20 Most Wanted Datasets
§  8.5 Application of the framework to open data 
in the Netherlands: governance
In	this	section,	we	describe	our	findings	of	applying	the	governance	part	of	our	
assessment framework. To assess the governance aspects of open data, we interviewed 
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seven	OGP	holders66 using semi-closed questions related to governance and their 
experiences	with	user	interaction.	The	interviewees	were	managers	on	operational	level	
in charge of implementing open data policies. In addition, we asked the interviewed 
users	what	their	experiences	were	related	to	communication	with	the	government	and	
their involvement in policy-making.
For	the	governance	part	of	our	assessment	framework,	we	adapted	the	five	
elements	of	the	maturity	matrix	for	geographical	infrastructures	(cf. van Loenen, 
2006)	to	determine	the	governance	of	open	data	provision	(see	Appendix	B	for	the	
detailed	indicators):






3 Communication channels: with whom, how and what is communicated. In the 
initial	stages,	this	will	be	mostly	internal	communication	and	in	later	stages,	also	
external	communication.
4 Self-organising capacity: the way in which supply matches demand. In the initial 
stages,	it	will	be	mostly	data	providers	requiring	answers	to	specific	questions	and	




§  8.5.1 Vision






66 These data holders represented the Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations; Ministry of Education, 
















§  8.5.2 Leadership
Open	data	are	promoted	for	different	reasons	and	consequently,	there	are	vast	
variations in the perception of which organisation is actually providing leadership. 
The Ministry of BZK promotes open data from a transparency view, whereas the 
Ministry	of	I&M	advocates	open	data	to	improve	their	data	quality	and	more	effective	
reuse	between	the	agencies,	and	the	Ministry	of	Economic	Affairs	(EZ)	promotes	









ministries and municipalities. 
§  8.5.3 Self-organising capacity
To determine the self-organising capacity, we have assessed which strategies are 
employed	to	promote/stimulate	open	data	and	match	supply	and	demand	of	
open data. The interviewed data holders are all involved in open data stimulation 
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activities, such as conference presentations, organising workshops and hackathons, 
and	offering	innovation	prizes.	The	Ministry	of	EZ	organises	so-called	Open	Data	
Relay	events	centred	on	specific	themes,	e.g. Energy or Agro-food, in cooperation 
with	the	private	sector.	The	aim	of	an	Open	Data	Relay	event	is	to	match	specific	
questions	to	available	data.	
The employed strategies concentrate on matching open data supply to demand or to 
















On formal level, there is ad-hoc communication related to strategic level goals. 
On	operational	level,	there	is	no	formal	communication	with	the	exception	of	a	few	
municipalities cooperating closely with the private sector. Most of the communication 
concerns	data	updates,	open	data	best	practices,	and	event	announcements.	Users	
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§  8.5.5 Financing
Development and implementation of open data require on-going resources. Although 
government	organisations	all	faced	budget	cuts	across	the	board,	all	interviewees	
indicated	that	open	data	processes	are	financed	as	part	of	their	primary	processes.	








small companies, would prefer the government to act as a launching customer. Their 
message	to	the	government	is	to	stop	organising	hackathons,	with	data	only	being	
available	during	the	hackathon,	and	to	stop	waiting	for	the	“killer	app”	to	be	developed.	
Instead, the government should commission them to develop open data tools and 
applications required for a successful open data ecosystem. Users feel that they are 
better	equipped	to	do	so	as	they	have	closer	ties	to	end-users	and	actually	perceive	the	










data user group, via an open data community, although social media are preferred 
for	help	on	the	fly.	
Figure 8.7 provides a summary of the maturity level of open data 
governance in the Netherlands.
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FIGURE	8.7	 The maturity level of Open Data governance in the Netherlands in 2014
§  8.6 Application of the framework to open data in 
The Netherlands: user characteristics
Part	of	our	research	was	to	explore	the	resources	and	characteristics	users	need	to	
create	and	market	a	successful	product	based	on	open	data.	As	this	part	of	the	research	






Users also indicated that, depending on the type of product, having 
knowledge of geographical data formats and geocoding is a prerequisite, as are 
general	ICT	skills	to	process	database	extractions	and	transformations,	and	to	develop	
programming code and scripts.
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§  8.7 Conclusions and recommendations for further research
This article presented a holistic open data assessment framework addressing the 
quality of open data supply, open data governance, and the user perspective of the 
open data infrastructure. By adding the user’s perspective to our framework, a holistic 
comprehensive approach to open data assessment is provided. Our holistic approach 
reuses	elements	of	existing	open	data	assessment	frameworks,	such	as	access	through	
a	portal,	highlighted	in	the	CapGemini	framework,	the	openness	aspect	of	a	dataset	
of the OKI framework, and some of the parts of the maturity framework of ODI. We do 
this, however, from a user perspective. We found that in 2014 in the Netherlands, 
the	supply	side	of	open	data	scored,	on	a	scale	of	1	(low)	–	5	(high),	an	average	3.41	
and	the	governance	of	open	data	on	average	2.71.	These	scores	should	be	used	as	
an indication to compare the maturity of the open data ecosystem over time and not 
as	an	absolute	score.	
In	general,	open	data	governance	is	well	organised	in	some	aspects	but	lagging	in	
others. Although there is an open data vision on strategic level and the concept of 
open data no longer a point of discussion, there is no clear leadership outside each 
organisation. On an operational level, government organisations are struggling to 
apply	the	“open	data,	unless”	policy	to	their	specific	data	and	would	benefit	if	one	















provided policy makers with useful inputs for further development of the open data 











can use the model as a self-assessment tool to monitor the state of their open data 
ecosystem in cooperation with the actual users. 
Assessing	user	needs	in	itself	is	complex	and	especially	assessing	user	needs	in	open	
data since there is not one single user goal. As provided in the article, open data serves 
many	masters	and	it	is	difficult	if	not	impossible	to	model	these	masters	in	a	single	





properly. We have added this issue in the recommendations
Although the holistic framework was only applied to the Netherland, its set-up is such 
that	it	can	also	be	applied	to	other	context	and	in	other	countries.	
A further remark is that also the presented holistic assessment framework does 
not	explain	why	open	data	cannot	live	up	to	its	expectations.	The	addition	of	the	
user perspective including user characteristics is relevant for this assessment, 
but	possibly	also	other	aspects	such	as	a	critical	mass	of	well-equipped	users	is	
equally	of	importance.	Further	research	should	look	into	this	aspect	of	user	(group)	
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 259 Indicators used for “Top 20 Most Wanted Datasets” desktop research 
Appendix	A	 Indicators used for “Top 20 Most 
Wanted Datasets” desktop research 
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9 Analysis and conclusions











The main research question of this dissertation was:
How	can	the	accessibility	of	public	sector	information	for	re-users	be	improved?
In	this	chapter,	the	societal	relevance	and	the	scientific	relevance	will	be	provided.	
In addition, further research topics are recommended.
§  9.1 Moving goalposts during this research: from 
restricted data to open data
Since this research started in 2006, a lot has happened. Open data happened. This 
research	was	unique	in	that	it	does	not	often	happen	that	a	number	of	variables	
are	changed	during	the	course	of	a	qualitative	research.	However,	after	the	Obama	






















total revenue even increased in spite of lower fees. 
Although	the	INSPIRE	framework	Directive	paved	the	way	for	technical	interoperability	
by	providing	guidelines	for	web	services	and	catalogues,	neither	the	INSPIRE	






























Chapter 1 and 2 indicated that employing a cost recovery regime for dissemination of 
public	sector	information	might	impede	re-use	by	the	private	sector.	However,	in	2008,	









Business model for open data providers were revisited in Chapter 6. Self-funding 
government agencies are under increasing pressure to implement open data. Business 






its role in the information value chain and where revenue from data provision only 









the success of a policy change is a challenge for open data initiatives. In Chapter 7, 
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data and a follow-up measurement one year later. The follow-up monitor indicated 
that	Liander	open	data	are	used	by	a	wide	range	of	users	and	have	had	a	positive	effect	
on energy consumption visualisation applications although it remains a challenge to 
quantify	such	societal	effects.	The	follow-up	monitor	also	indicated	that	Liander	open	
data	were	used	to	improve	existing	applications	and	work	processes	rather	than	to	
create new products. The case study demonstrated that private energy companies can 








holistic approach is required. Therefore, an open data assessment framework, which 
assesses open data supply, open data governance and open data user characteristics 
holistically was developed and applied to the Dutch open data infrastructure in Chapter 






a higher maturity level. The assessment framework provided Dutch policy makers with 




§  9.3 Practical results and research impact
From the start, this research has had a hands-on approach, due to the fact that the 
original	research	started	as	a	one-year	project,	which	was	later	extended.	The	first	result	of	
this	research	was	the	development	of	the	Geo	Shared	licence	suite	based	on	the	Creative	
Commons approach of harmonised and transparent licence conditions. The conceptual 
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model	was	enthusiastically	received	both	nationally	and	internationally	at	various	
conferences, including the 12th	EC-GI&GIS	Workshop	held	in	Innsbruck,	Austria	in	2006.	
The	conceptual	framework	became	a	serious	option	for	inclusion	to	the	INSPIRE	Directive	
as	an	annex.	Unfortunately,	the	concept	of	one	licence	suite	for	the	entire	European	














of high quality data, provided the organisation can adapt its role in the information chain 
and	has	a	guaranteed	income	source,	such	as	budged	financing	or	revenue	from	legal	




Another result of this research is the development of the Holistic Open Data Maturity 




Data Nation was carried out in May and June 2016. The follow-up demonstrated that, 
overall,	the	supply	side	of	open	(geo)data	had	improved	since	2014	and	that	steps	were	
made to formally involve users in the governance of the open data ecosystem. However, 








will have a weekly update frequency.
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for organisations that want to monitor re-use of data. However, it is essential 
that	the	version	of	CC-BY	licences	be	updated	when	a	new	version	is	published,	as	
demonstrated in Chapter 4. The other licences in the Creative Commons suite, e.g. a CC 
Share	Alike	licence	or	a	CC	Non-Commercial	licence,	are	not	suitable	as	these	licences	
limit the creation of value-added derivative product and services. Therefore, for open 















This research presented a holistic open data assessment framework addressing the 
quality of open data supply, open data governance, and the user perspective of the 
open data infrastructure. By adding the user’s perspective to the framework, a holistic 
comprehensive approach to open data assessment was provided. In general, open data 
governance	in	the	Netherlands	is	well	organised	in	some	aspects	but	lags	in	others.	
Although there is an open data vision on strategic level and the concept of open data 
no longer a point of discussion, in 2014, there was no perception of clear leadership 
outside each organisation. On an operational level, government organisations were 
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holistic open data assessment framework relied on interviews with nine users who were 
known	in	advance.	To	validate	the	framework,	more	users	should	be	involved.	However,	
as this research demonstrated, “the user” comes in many sizes and shapes and it 
remains a challenge for data suppliers to identify “the user” in an open data ecosystem.













good governance of open data especially with current developments of linked open 
(meta)data,	which	may	be	beneficial	to	sustainable	data	availability	in	the	long-term.	






group of data providers, especially lower governments and non-governmental 
organisations,	to	validate	the	model.	Once	fine-tuned,	organisations	can	use	the	
model as a self-assessment tool to monitor the state of their open data ecosystem in 
cooperation with the actual users. 
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In	addition	to	more	research	on	the	effects	of	open	data	on	data	providers,	more	
research	is	needed	to	assess	the	actual	economic	benefits	of	open	data.	Earlier	research	






































such as a critical mass of well-equipped users, are equally of importance. Further 
research	should	look	into	this	aspect	of	user	(group)	characteristics	and	its	role	in	the	
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infrastructures more user-friendly and match open data demand to open data supply. 
It	will	be	a	challenge	to	identify	re-users	of	open	data	when	according	to	the	open	data	
principles, re-users should not have to register prior to using the data. The system 
developed	by	Labots	(2016)	which	can	be	used	to	identify	user	groups	through	IP	
addresses,	may	be	a	starting	point.	
One of the main challenges of data infrastructures is to institutionalise good 
governance	practices.	To	guarantee	long-term	financial	and	organisational	






use	of	data	between	different	organisations	and	countries	(cf. van Loenen, Janssen 
and	Welle	Donker,	2012).	Legal	interoperability	is	more	than	just	interoperable	
licences;	it	also	requires	agreement	on	interoperable	legal	systems	and	agreement	
on the interpretation of legal access frameworks and aspects, such as data protection 
legislation.	To	achieve	true	legal	interoperability,	more	research	is	needed.	
The 2013 PSI Amended Re-use Directive encourages the implementation of open 
data	policies	for	public	sector	data.	This	research	demonstrated	that	for	geographical	
data many implementation aspects, such as standardised metadata, have already 
been	addressed.	This	research	also	showed	that	for	non-geographical	data,	there	
is still a long way to go. There is a growing demand for non-geographical data, such 
as	financial	information,	healthcare	information	and	research	data	(see	e.g.	Ubaldi,	
2013	and	Omidyar	Network,	2014).	However,	these	types	of	information	often	contain	
microdata, i.e. data on the characteristics of units of a population, such as individuals, 
households,	or	establishments,	collected	by	a	census,	survey,	or	experiment.74 
















the implementation of open data policies, especially with increasing technological 
advances.	The	General	Data	Protection	Regulation	(GDPR)76 will replace the Data 























microdata and there are uncertainties related to the level of aggregation required to 
75 Directive	95/46/EC	of	the	European	Parliament	and	of	the	Council	of	24	October	1995	on	the	protection	of	
individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data
76 Regulation	(EU)	2016/679	of	the	European	Parliament	and	of	the	Council	of	27	April	2016	on	the	protection	
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were already discussed in the previous paragraph. The issue of data ownership of 
co-created	data	needs	to	be	further	researched	as	third	party	rights	may	be	a	barrier	
to	publishing	open	data	(van	Loenen,	Welle	Donker	and	Ploeger,	2016c).	Monitoring	
the implementation of open data for an institute such as RIVM will provide a good 
opportunity	to	fine-tune	the	decision	tree	based	on	user	experiences.	
§  9.6 Final reflection
In	the	last	decade	the	accessibility	of	public	sector	information	has	vastly	improved.	
The	intrepid	student	described	in	Section	1.2,	would	not	face	as	many	barriers	faced	in	








transport data, a person needs domain knowledge and perseverance. Fortunately, 
there are community-driven platforms, such as OpenOV, that provide tools and 
documentation	to	aid	re-users	of	public	transport	data.	Crime	statistics	related	to	
bicycle	theft	hotspots	also	require	some	domain	knowledge.	The	Dutch	police	publish	
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and	do	not	appear	to	be	updated	at	all.	Our	intrepid	student	may	be	successful	
when	he/she	attends	a	hackathon	where	the	required	data	may	be	available,	at	least	






the timeliness of the data are wanting. On national level, the governance of open data 
has	improved,	but	decentralised	governments	appear	to	be	struggling	to	implement	
open data policies. With the emergence of open data, we are slowly moving from access 
to	re-use	However,	there	is	still	a	long	way	to	go	before	we	have	moved	from	a	supply-
driven to a demand-driven data infrastructure.
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her research switched to open data. 
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in the past, present and future, and provides some tools to tackle these barriers. 
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altogether. However, there is still a long way to go before the track is cleared.  
